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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

July 13, 2023, JP Morgan Chase Bank suddenly informed me they are closing all of my business

accounts, both banking and investment accounts, along with the personal accounts of my CEO, my

CFO and their respective spouses and children.

No reason for the decision was given, other than there was "unexpected activity" on an unspeciIed

account. The oldest of these accounts has been active for 18 years.

Politically-Motivated Harassment

This is what the new social credit system looks like, and what every soul on the planet can expect

from the central bank digital currencies (CBDCs) that are being rolled out. Go against the prevailing

narrative of the day, and your Inancial life will be deleted with the push of a button.

It's diRcult enough trying to navigate this hurdle today. Once everything is digitized, cash

eradicated and the social credit system completely integrated and automated, this kind of

retaliatory action for wrongthink could be a death sentence for some people.

My CFO, Amalia Legaspi, whose Chase accounts — including a joint account with her husband —

were closed along with mine, is now struggling to Igure out how to pay for her husband's health

care in the Philippines. He's bedridden with dementia and is wholly dependent on her Inancial

support, and she's not allowed to open another bank account in his name.

"I have to provide all the legal documentations including notarized physicians' a8davit

from the Philippines to prove that my husband is incapable of handling his <nances and

request the Federal to directly deposit the pension to my own personal account," Legaspi

told Florida's Voice.

Legaspi's son's account — which he's using to pay for college expenses — was also cancelled. My

CEO, Steven Rye, believes his and his wife's accounts were shut down because of my opinions on

COVID-19. He told Florida's Voice:

"I believe they cancelled all of the accounts because of Dr. Mercola's (our employer)

opinions. He has carried a contradictory view throughout the COVID narrative and co-

authored the best-selling book 'The Truth About COVID-19,' which exposed the likelihood

that this virus was engineered in a laboratory funded by the NIH."

In May 2023, Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis signed legislation speciIcally prohibiting Inancial

institutions from denying or canceling services based on political or religious beliefs.

Apparently, Chase Bank is bowing to some other "authority," and perhaps they refuse to cite a

speciIc reason for the cancellation, "for legal reasons," is because they know they're acting

unlawfully.

Generational Punishment for Wrongthink

On top of closing the accounts of Rye and his wife, Rye also was told his young children will not be

able to open accounts with Chase Bank.

"It's just hard to believe that your family, your wife, your kids can't have a bank account

because of the opinions of your employer and they've never done anything wrong. We all

have completely clear records," Rye told Florida's Voice.

In a voicemail reply, a Chase Bank representative told Rye the reason for closing his personal

accounts and that of his wife could not be disclosed "for legal reasons." He was, however, told he

could submit paperwork to have their accounts reconsidered. "We are going to try because you're a

good client of our institution," the representative said.

While a common suggestion is to "just go with a small bank," this is not an ideal solution for many

companies, as small banks are getting destroyed and won't get bailouts. Even if a small local bank

is FDIC insured, that only covers up to $250,000.00 of total deposits between all accounts. That

amount would not cover a single payroll.

As an online business, you also have requirements for payment gateways and merchant accounts

— and cryptocurrency does not have the infrastructure or general acceptance to support most

businesses.
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Chase Bank Holds Moral Low Ground

Mercola Market has more than 150 employees and thousands of vendors that farm, process,

manufacture, distribute and manage the logistics of our business. Will the banks go after all of our

employees? Will they start closing the accounts of our contractors? Will they go after our

customers?

Again, this is the social credit system in action. Just imagine how easy it will be to control people's

expressions and actions once all currency is digital, centrally controlled and mandated.

This could happen to anyone. My CFO and CEO are not me. They're not directly engaged in the

dissemination of my views, and their spouses and children most certainly have nothing to do with

my business or my views. Yet they're being "punished" too, merely because they're related to people

who work for me.

Imagine being retaliated against something your neighbor, your employer, a friend or some distant

relative has said or done. That's our future, unless we all refuse to play along. It's crucial to reject

CBDCs and to do everything in your power to not enter into that system. The life and freedom of

your children and grandchildren depend on it. Your actions today will shape the future of your

descendants, perhaps in perpetuity.

In closing, let me remind you that if Chase Bank is trying to stand on some moral high ground, they

can't. While they may think they're doing the world a favor by debanking so-called "anti-vaxxers,"

they had no problem aiding and abetting child sex traRcking efforts by the likes of Jeffrey Epstein.

They didn't cut ties with that notorious pedophile until a few months before his death.

A spokesperson for Chase told The Epoch Times  that "most account closures are done for anti-

money laundering or identity veriIcation purposes." So, the grossly tainted proceeds from Epstein's

disgusting ventures were good enough for JP Morgan Chase, but deposits from a business selling

natural health products and organic food is at risk for money laundering and is bad for business.

That's the moral and ethical ground Chase Bank is standing on.

Dense in vitamins, minerals and essential nutrients for your overall health, these pure botanical

formulas offer everything you need and nothing you don’t. Support your body’s natural processes

with some of Mother Nature’s Inest gifts.
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Call Joe Rogan - get on his podcast and let's all cancel Chase...go full blown Bud Light on them.
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Just gotta love this idea! Thanks,
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FANTASTIC IDEA!!!!!
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They want you to believe that the bank is safer than your mattress! As this article points out, it is NOT. The Frank Dodd bill "To

big to fail" allows the banks to conIscate your deposits. There are two sides to a bank run. 1) Depositors demand their assets in

a rapid fashion. 2) Borrowers default on their loans in a rapid fashion. 1 + 2 = 3 (failure). During a bank failure the corrupt FED

seizes your assets( they say the banks ). Then the whales get paid Irst and the Ish get what is left over during the settlements.

When the BRICS pull the trigger all of the U.S.Treasury notes will be called and the whole system crashes. This is the reason for

CBDCs. With the press of a key, they can take all the assets to pay off those notes or face WAR! Now is the time to switch to

silver and gold coin or goldbacks.
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Well, at least Mercola and Kennedy and the rest of us will now have LeBron James on our side, albeit through unfortunate

circumstances.
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We need to schedule another bus tour to raise awareness of the loss of freedoms and defend Dr. Mercola and his valued

employees: In an episode this week of “Good Morning CHD,” CHD.TV’s Polly Tommey introduced CHDs year-long “Vax-Unvax”

bus tour starting in September. The tour will travel the U.S. with the aim of raising awareness of vaccine harms by gathering

stories from the vaccine-injured. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/chd-vax-unvax-bus-tour-vaccine-inj..  (07/26/2023)
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Cancelled Chase today.
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agreed !!! lets unleash hell on these corporate 'Banksters', who tf do they think they are ?! this pisses me off to the core ... 'We

the People' need to let them have it, i will share this far & wide and encourage people to close those accounts, as well as calling

Chase corporate and let them have a piece of my mind !!! The fact that they had questionable business dealings in their very

long past with questionable Regimes, dealt with the late - murdered Eptsein, are in cahoots with this 'woke BS/agenda, and are

now censoring because of beliefs - type of business ---> THEY DO NOT DESERVE OUR BUSINESS !!!!!
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I just canceled my account that I had with JPM Chase. There is no need for this kind of Chase mentality anywhere in the world,

(And as a US citizen and veteran), especially not in the United States of America. Goodbye Chase! I told the employees at the

Chase bank the reason I was closing out my account. They were not aware, so I directed them where to look and become aware.
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US - Your idea may be more powerful than it appears at Irst glance. If enough people do this and Chase suffers major hardship,

it could cause all the other "too big to fail banks" to reconsider taking the same CBDC pathway with any of their customers. By

all means, put the fear of the Lord in these people!!
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That's a good place to start. Rogan doesn't hold anything back. I'm not a Chase customer but if I were I would close all monetary

accounts and cut up any credit card I have. I had accounts at US Bank for many years and ran into a very offensive liberal little

piss ant of a teller who went out of his way to make it diRcult to withdraw funds from my savings account because I did not

have a cell phone. I had handed him the withdrawal slip AND my drivers license but he said he needed my cell phone number to

verify my identity. I said "you have my driver's license with my picture what the hell is your problem?" He said "you don't have to

talk to me like that". I said "then stop treating me like a criminal". I then demanded to see the branch manager. I had him close
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Chase Shuts Down Bank Accounts of Mercola and Key Employees
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola  Fact Checked

July 13, 2023, JP Morgan Chase Bank informed me they are closing all of my business

accounts, along with the personal accounts of my CEO, my CFO and their respective spouses

and children



My CEO was informed his young children also will never be allowed to bank with Chase in the

future



No reason for the decision was given, other than there was "unexpected activity" on an

unspeciIed account



This is what the new social credit system looks like, and what every soul on the planet can expect from the central bank digital currencies (CBDCs)

that are being rolled out. Go against the prevailing narrative of the day, and your Inancial life will be deleted



It's diRcult enough trying to navigate this hurdle today. Once everything is digitized, cash eradicated and the social credit system completely

integrated and automated, this kind of retaliatory action for wrongthink could be a death sentence for some people
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July13,2023

ImportantInformation:Wehavedecidedtocloseyouraccounts

DearNATURALHEALTHPARTNERS,LLC:
Financialinstitutionshaveanobligationtoknowourcustomersandmonitortransactionsthatflowthroughour
customers'accounts.Aftercarefulconsideration,wedecidedtocloseyouraccountsbecauseofunexpectedactivity
onthisoanotherchaseaccoun

Here'swhatyouneedtoknowanddo
Weenclosedimportantaccountclosinginformationoutliningthestepsyoumayneedtotake.Youreceivedthis
letterasanaccountownerandshouldsharethisinformationwithotherslistedontheaccount.

Weareclosingyourbankingand/orinvestmentaccounts,andendingthedrawperiodonyourHomeEquityLineof
Credit(HELOC).ifapplicable.Mortgage,ChaseAutoandleaseaccountsyoumayhavewithuswillremainopen.
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talk to me like that". I said "then stop treating me like a criminal". I then demanded to see the branch manager. I had him close

my accounts. I would encourage all Chase customers that support Dr. Joe to "cancel all activities with JPM Chase ASAP. They

need to feel the outrage where it really hurts.
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Good for you Emerald.  To anyone else closing their accounts they may also like to point to Chase that they have broken trust

and your fear is they will come after you next. If they assure you that's not the case ask them why.
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Great idea!
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Greebo
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An excellent idea! This is obviously a war type move against citizens of the United States who are not Politically Correct (A term

coined by the Communist Party to keep their people disciplined. People who deviated, or were claimed to have done so, from

the oRcial Party line from Moscow, became non persons & were hounded & smeared in every way possible to destroy their lives

& families. This has become a term used commonly now in the US, & the savage tactic of destroying the lives of anyone who

opposes the Communist, Democommies or Democrats, has also become common in the US.

Just look at what has been done to President Trump.) A Republic or Democracy does not use such vicious tactics to silence all

opposition. This is a Communist war tactic. It requires a strong and effective response. We must unite to defend our fellow

citizens & ourselves from this type of attack. I am so relieved to see so many here responding to this & going to great lengths to

punish businesses who side with our enemies. If we do not hang together on this, they will hang us separately. We must unite &

make the most of every opportunity to defeat them. This really is a type of war on our country.
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Sounds like good ideas. Also, time to move over to "OldGloryBank" and "Coign" credit cards. If you don't know them, they are the

ones on our side that are completely opposed to what Chase and other Sxxxbxxs are doing. There is also "PureTalk" for cell

phone service. They are all at "dotcom". As.I.see.it, we all need to get supportive of those on our side and ditch those against

us.
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Excellent idea
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Apart for closing your account, banks have a myriad of excuses for stalling your payments or blocking them altogether via, for

example, that old chestnut of keeping your money safe from fraudsters. Now where have we heard that one before? I used to

think they were afraid of having to pay compensation if you were a victim of fraud, but now it’s obvious who the real fraudsters

are. First check your bank’s name on the WEF partnership list, do not divulge your political views to banks and do not take part

in their opinion surveys. In this instance, discretion is the better part of valour, as Shakespeare suggested. As we found during

the plandemic, our best defence was to keep as healthy as possible.

Similarly, debt free Inancial health might be a good defence against digital slavery - not easy with food prices rising and energy

prices soaring to maintain the billion pound proIts of the energy companies. We are being conned big time. At least the banking

scandal has helped shatter so called “conspiracy theories” to those still with their heads in the sand, refusing to face up to war.

The banking industry has shown itself up as handmaidens of the globalists. Back to Shakespeare again: “there is something

rotten in the state of Denmark”. This is nothing new - the banking cabal appear to be above the law e.g, not bound by the data

protection act, for example.

In the professions, you could be struck off for using private information about your client or customer. Banks have been closing

branches for 20 years - presumably in preparation for CBDC enslavement. Some 15 years ago, I remember them charging our

small business for requesting cash! Coutts / NatWest is 39 per cent owned by the taxpayer! So how come these parasites are

allowed to dictate policy against taxpayers?? They appear tolerant of human traRcking account holders, while victimising

decent citizens. corbettreport.substack.com/p/kissinger-and-xi-keep-great-reset?utm
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Unfortunately with Bud Light, it wasn't just a loss for the company, investors - it meant a lot of jobs lost for those who had

nothing to do with the decision to have Mulvaney promote their product. These were blue-collar workers, lower end of the

middle class, with families to feed, bills to pay. No one seems to care about that part of the equation, but I wouldn't be surprised

if that's part of the Agenda.
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BigYetch
Joined On 1/5/2010 7:46:30 AM
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Do you not understand that closing Dr Ms accounts, like Nigel Farage's in UK, the bankers knew it would create this reaction ?

Its all part of the plan. Turn the people against the banks. They become unworkable " OVERNIGHT " ( think run on the bank ).

Then the " organisers " will introduce digital currency also " OVERNIGHT ".. and the people will be gratefull for saving them from

the evil banksters " Did it no occur to you that introducing " crypto " in the past was tantamount to forgery.....a henious crime in

all countries because it could undermine their economy? Been a war strategy for eons ! Lilke 9 11and jabajab; it was a test to

see how the herd reacted so they could be more precise with their cultural engineering.
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Omi2be
Joined On 12/15/2014 4:51:41 PM
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amazon's card is through Chase if I am not mistaken - killing 2 birds with one stone (but .....Irst let me redeem my points)
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Outrage at a new attack on freedom and the defense of the truth where Dr. Mercola is a top representative. Humanity is being

subjected to global governance, where people are used to power being centralized in public-corporate associations that represent

tyranny and fascism. The deep state now mainly serve the interests of multinational corporations, while the people are manipulated by

the marketing imposed by the technological servants and all other means of communication with the dominance of the Inancial

market. As Dr. Mercola has always expressed, our value is truth and resilience in the face of corruption. Many advances can be

achieved with patience, strength, will and the desire to excel. We need enthusiastic human beings, with whom we feel tremendously

comfortable, we are immersed in the desire to achieve our ideals, pursue our dreams and not abandon the path that leads to them.

We need a world where justice and freedom reign. Enthusiasm moves the world and also projects the great ideas, the great ideals, the

great laws of life and the great truths that we are fortunate to be projected by Dr. Mercola. The aim must be that people recognize that

submitting to manipulation is the end of the self-suRcient and informed citizen with access. to the writings of experts with a deep

commitment to the scientiIc method and ethical principles, as Dr. Mercola and other scientiIc defenders of the truth of science have

been exercising.
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Gui see my post below. I am outraged.
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juststeve
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A Beast is most dangerous when it is severely wounded, it will lash out in every or any way it can. Legacy Media and Deformed

Information isn't working. Scream meme's, Fear Porn isn't working. The Political Lap Dog, Lick Spittle's are not having the

needed effect. Word has been getting out despite the heavy-handed censorship. The importance of Doc's, RFK's, many others

messaging is connecting with those who have seen for decades but have had no recourse having the impact needed to

establish a Level Playing Field, Fair & True Justice, to stop interference of our using the necessary tools to Heal our Planet,

ourselves. A massive stick to beat their Fear Porn into the general population with. Need more proof the Beast is Wounded?
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Joined On 5/2/2021 5:03:59 AM
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Attack on HUmanity. Dr Mercola upholds the same principles of THI Truth Honor and Integrity. Thomas Williams and Dr Mercola

should be having a chat. Even better, we must read and reread The New Blueprint for Humanity. We are the many and only

uniting energies and upholding high moral values against oppressors/usurpers and off world entities, we as a group will move

forwards. Or else destruction and ugly will take over the planet leading to annihilation. As a collective we can achieve great

things we just have to remember remember remember what we are. DeInitely the crossroads has been reached.
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Hi Gui and everyone, Starting to think this could be a diversionary tactic (by whom?) to divert attention away from the LIES AND

DECEPTIONS that are being exposed at an ever increasing rate. Here's one from John Campbell that went viral on Twitter, to

chew on: "One in 35 myocardial injury": https://youtu.be/cd_RTf_ForA  - - And here's another about "Bjrn Lomborg: How rising

temperatures will save lives" - - www.youtube.com/watch  - - Don't remember what was broadcast on or around early July, but Dr

M's posting must have been vying right over the target.

A massive push for mRNA/DNA contaminated shots as projected Inancial rewards from a shot-oriented, fear-riddled society

are huge, billions upon billions annual corporate proIts. The public/private partnerships and corporatists must be desperate! - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - and this just showed up: "Australian GP sues PIzer and Moderna over unapproved GMOs in mRNA Covid

vaccines" - - news.rebekahbarnett.com.au/p/australian-gp-sues-pIzer-and-moderna  - - duck and cover?
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Reminds me of my wrong think getting me kicked off Fascist Book. Fact, the Ky judicial system was considering the death

penalty for the guy who ambushed and snipered 5 police oRcers, killing 3 and their K9. My short comment on another persons

post that I endorsed the judicial consideration of the death penalty, was contrary to the FB *** group think approval. I expect we

will see more of this, not less.
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Too many people don't want justice or freedom. Not really. They prefer scorched earth revenge and forcing others to do what

they want. Even if they wind up suffering injustice and enslaved.
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Beautiful words Guillermou.
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bru5975
Joined On 6/5/2021 1:54:19 AM
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Amen!
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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Thank God I moved to a rural area back in 1980, joined a local bank, locally owned in a community of 186 people, had parents

who felt saving to buy was honorable. I have some credit card, medical debt, but not much. If they will do this to Dr. Mercola,

there is nothing to prevent them doing it to the little people. So thankful we have some who chose to keep people informed,

alerted so we can now, take actions, be prepared.
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I think this all has to do with the interview Dr. Mercola posted of that Economist that said how "they" are bringing in CBDC.  That

is exactly what is happening and "they" do not like Mercola or that super smart guy saying what has been going on and how they

are bringing the total control through CBDC.  Now, let's see where Mercola moves his accounts to. I am moving there too!
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Gui - As Lord Acton said over a century ago, “The issue that has swept down the centuries and which will have to be fought

sooner or later is the people versus the Banks.”  See Alex Krainer -

thenakedhedgie.com/2022/10/12/the-real-war-people-vs-the-banks/
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As.I.see.it
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Outrage for sure! This wanton act needs to go viral on line. Some one should notify Thomas Renz and RFK, Jr., they need to

know this.
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Excellent Posting Guillermo, I moved my chase account to a local credit union.
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Then the " organisers " will introduce digital currency also " OVERNIGHT ".. and the people will be gratefull for saving them from

the evil banksters " Did it no occur to you that introducing " crypto " in the past was tantamount to forgery.....a henious crime in

all countries because it could undermine their economy? Been a war strategy for eons ! Lilke 9 11and jabajab; it was a test to

see how the herd reacted so they could be more prexise with their cultural engineering.
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proudgrandma
Joined On 1/23/2011 7:05:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm so sorry.....I am in disbelief when I saw this !!!! My son was killed in Iraq, a Marine and in one of his letters he wrote, they are

Ighting for freedom. What would he think about this??? I'm in my 70's and growing up, we had our different opinions on matters but we

still were friends. Nowadays, if you express your opposite views your are beaten up, etc.  I have been a Chase customer for years and

my family also. I am closing my accounts with Chase and will ask my family to do so also. God Bless America, Land of the FREE.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, also had family involved in WWI, WWII, Korea, and Viet Nam and they sure as **** were not Ighting to defend this kind of

****!
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wondergreen11
Joined On 5/3/2023 9:49:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Freedom? Iraq, like Vietnam, Korea, WW2, you name it, we’re all wars based on lies by the folks who own Chase and other large

companies. I’m very sorry about your son but let’s not pretend those wars had anything to do with freedom and righteousness.

They were part of the path to exactly where we are now. Unbeknownst to most there is a script.
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skupe59
Joined On 5/2/2009 7:28:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not only friends, but families break-up over politics too! Very sad to say!
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caws
Joined On 1/12/2009 12:42:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes we need to boycott them just like Budweiser. Maybe when they lose 25% of their depositors they will wake up. When they

roll out CBDCs we need to all refuse to turn in our cash. If Biden tries to do this [he is already working on it] without a vote of the

people then there will be riots.This is way worse than what Roosevelt & Nixon did. This is slavery. Don't understand the

complacency of Europeans accepting Biometric IDs either.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wonder what would happen if say 30% of the population decided to protest by organizing runs on every major bank on the

same day. The currency is sure to collapse anyhow. Get our money out in cash form and collapse the system before Mr. Global

is prepared. They're doing this incrementally for a reason.
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\rstname_lastnamerunbox
Joined On 3/2/2023 8:14:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

True, true, for sure. Join a credit union. They beat commercial banks several ways. Go to Bankrate.com, check their reviews and

go with one you like. They pay some interest on accounts and atms are no cost. Chase has been known for years to not be

worthy because they lay awake nights thinking of ways to charge customers. Credit unions are better.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Have you informed Chase of the reason for closing your account with them?
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NurseKaren45
Joined On 6/10/2017 6:15:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is a sad day when a man like Joseph Mercola is harassed and discriminated against in this INSANE manner that also attacks THE

CHILDREN of his employees. FORTUNATELY he is in a position to FIGHT for ALL OF US. AND WHAT DOES THIS SAY ABOUT THE

BEAST? Well, the BEAST must feel very threatened by our favorite doctor if they are pulling this crap! So, Dr. M, WAY TO GO!!!! You are

doing everything right when evil banks are this concerned with you that they are willing to break laws to discriminate against you.

DOWN WITH CHASE BANK! Let's do the whole "Go woke, go broke" with CHASE. (Of course they are probably owned by Black Rock

and Vanguard so it's nothing more than a mosquito bite to them..... but maybe it will end up feeling like a jelly Ish sting when more of

us stand together against them).
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ThyroidGirl
Joined On 7/11/2017 3:56:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

i love you
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, always together against the Beast and in defense of Dr. Mercola. We need leaders, we need the support of people who see

reality, we need to communicate among all those who love freedom. Many scientists and intellectuals like Dr. Mercola are

exposing the truth, a truth that must be strengthened, to be a seed of salvation for humanity. In the hope that when tyranny and

submission Inish his work, perhaps the people will use all the weapons of their conscience to Ight for freedom. Leo N. Tolstoy,

more than 100 years ago, described ruling politicians as “the cruelest people” who often rule, he will remember Justin Trudeau,

Putin, Biden and all the tyrants who are threatening the world. It is necessary for the citizen to get rid of the silent dictatorship,

renounce his acceptance and obedience and use the courage to use his own understanding and trust his common sense in the

leaders of true science, to seek the truth of events and demand your freedom rights.

Vanguard and BlackRock are the principal owners of four of the six largest media companies that control 90 percent of the

mass messaging on TV, in newspapers and on ALL social media platforms, and run the major media websites. "news" and

"Covid". Ind when you search Google or go to YouTube for information. These tycoons own 1,600 US companies and are the

ones who inform the world about the "safety and eRcacy" of the fake vaccine.
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BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET
Joined On 9/3/2021 4:31:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The BEAST gets it's seat, power and authority from the dragon....Rev.13:2. The seat is that of the papacy, power from Satan and

claims to be god on earth. This is well exposed in the book of Revelation and in history, particularly that of the Protestant

Reformation and the ensuing, ongoing Counter Reformation of the RCC/jesuits. The PR exposed the papacy as the antichrist,

and the Counter Reform. fought to the death to cover this up with lies, which everyone believes these days, since the 1820's.

The truth must be known so people will turn back to God and come out of the strong delusion, the lies and deceit of Rome. 2000

years of history.
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oztayls
Joined On 10/19/2013 2:43:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is disgusting behaviour by Chase. However it’s encouraging that so much commentary is happening over this. Chase might yet be

facing a consumer backlash akin to the Bud Lite’s brand wokeism. People will get nervous when brands of any kind go to these Woke

extremes.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lets hope this happens, although not clear how far and wide this information has traveled. Here's a link to Peter Halligan's

review on substack: "Remember the huge kafu{e in the UK over the shuttering of Nigel Farage’s account? Well now in the USA

too  Joseph Mercola, his employees AND their families have their accounts shut down" - -

peterhalligan.substack.com/.../remember-the-huge-kafu{e-in-the
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What does it take to form a credit union? Why not you Dr. Mercola? Truth Credit Union.
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TheOrage
Joined On 5/9/2009 9:12:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes I was thinking the same. There needs to be a new bank for al freedom Ighters. It would be a lot safer and have more

integrity than any other bank, Trouble is you might have to obtain a licence to do so from the tyrannical Government - but worth

a try. There may be a way of doing it if it is a Co-Op of money. Otherwise it is cryptocurrencies and gold and silver.
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\rstname_lastnamerunbox
Joined On 3/2/2023 8:14:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Check out bankrate.com's review of credit unions. There are plenty of good ones. Plus, instead of charging you for breathing,

they actually pay you for your accounts. They atms are free. We have used becu for over 30 years. Not one issue or problem.

They also do business accounts. Hit these corrupt commercial banks where it hurts - in their pocket books. There are plent of

good credit unions: becu, navy credit union, too many to list here. See bankrate reviews of them.
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sun99441
Joined On 6/26/2022 11:54:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just recently read something about someone who was encouraging people to start their own local banks. Bank Local. I'll try to

see if I can Ind it.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Make sure your credit union is NCUA federally insured. www.experian.com/.../how-ncua-insurance-works
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Its_All_Light
Joined On 3/29/2012 2:12:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Another example of the cesspit institutions we call banks. We all need to stop giving them business and move to small, local banks or

credit unions, though they are few and far between and ultimately move to decentralised cryptos, but there isn't enough educational

support for most people to do that yet. Sorry Dr. Mercola. They are going after you because you are a shining example of truth-telling

and bless you for it.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is there a State owned or run bank to sidestep this nonsense? If not, can one be formed as soon as possible? If one is, can

those from other states direct their Inancial needs there?
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The horriIc attack on Dr. Mercola is an announcement of what Social Credit and CBDC will present as the "safe" option (as safe

and effective as bioweapons against C-19) to protect your money, and will they will offer numerous incentives to attract people

(such as Universal Basic Income payments, welfare payments, federal tax refunds, etc.). The Inancial reset will eliminate dollar

holdings, savings accounts, and all monetary assets. It is the declaration of war that governments will declare war on their own

citizens. The alternative is tangible assets (gold, silver, land, vehicles, buildings, etc.) will be able to survive the transition with

some (or even most) of their assets intact.

A future with mass unemployment, poverty, death and despair emanating from the Inancial establishment looms. We have an

imposition of dominance that destroys family life, thoughts of freedom, impoverishes large sectors of the world population that

see increased inequalities, destroys culture, and freedoms. The goal of Inancial elites, billionaire foundations and

philanthropists is the concentration of wealth, the bankruptcy of the real economy, mass unemployment, social inequality and

racism.
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ZTFZTF
Joined On 7/5/2011 7:05:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Light and All:  Especially for those of us who don't have large businesses with payroll responsibilities, Catherine Austin-Fitts

advises that as much as possible we need to start supporting a large network of small, local banks in order to stop these

massive banks like JPMorgan Chase from having this type of power which can only lead to implementing CBDC's and the like.

She's stated that supporting the massive banks is essentially like funding your enemy so that they can build your prison cell.

Here are a few great links from her site for those who are interested: home.solari.com/how-to-Ind-a-local-bank

 home.solari.com/Inancial-transaction-freedom
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are also smaller regional banks that could/should be explored. Here's an example:

www.Irstsavingsbanks.bank/.../convenient-locations
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Rosebud10000
Joined On 12/12/2016 1:59:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is our worst nightmare. So stressful for you Dr. Mercola. Hopefully it can be challenged in court. In the UK the government
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appears to have stepped in when Coutts closed Nigel Farage"s account. That did surprise me although I wonder as to the real

motivation. Anyway, hopefully these actions will wake people up enough to vote for RFK.
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markone64
Joined On 3/24/2012 6:38:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is more to this than just the banking system since Nigel Farage was turned down by 8 other banks.
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is indeed our worst nightmare and unfortunately one coming for a long time. Dr Mercola stands for democratic freedom of

information. They may have taken on the wrong people! I can only imagine of the stress he, and his colleagues must be under.
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wor9463
Joined On 12/19/2016 1:50:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No one who is completely for the people and for freedom will be allowed into any position of power, or be allowed to do

anything of any signiIcance contrary to the planned agenda.  So, if someone attains some position of power, either they are

already part of the cabal, the cabal will control them (either through some "dirt" they already have on them or something they

make up), or they will eliminate them.  The election of one person or another will not make a difference. Not only are elections

and all politicians controlled, but real change will have to happen at a local level and hopefully move up from there.
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Lou321
Joined On 8/18/2022 5:05:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Big banks and big box stores should be avoided as much as possible....I left google long ago...I left you tube...I left facebook...I left B

of Amerika... I use cash when possible...I do not shop at places that are woke...I do not buy from China if I can avoid it.....I go to small

business and I have accounts in different banks but do not use their apps....I grow food in my garden....The move to transgend

everything is to make Big Mike president.... Cocaine in the Big House..Is a sick country becoming the Soviet Union....The world is

watching the perversion in the usa.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Costco already is selling Apeel apples so I'm glad to have stopped buying from them 20 years ago.
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Joined On 1/12/2009 12:42:21 PM
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Who is Big Mike?
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't think boycotts can kill them at this point. But we need to prepare to do without them. And mom and pop stores need the

money more.
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\rstname_lastnamerunbox
Joined On 3/2/2023 8:14:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great idea. We did too. We use a credit union, have for more than 30 years. safe and secure and they pay you for having your

accounts there pluse free atms.
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM
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Good one Lou BM lol..
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willow8
Joined On 5/15/2011 5:14:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is a crime not only against Dr. Mercola but against humanity. Just as I in Australia have been denied easy access to some of the

best natural health information on the planet, so have millions of other followers of Dr. Mercola. It became apparent over recent years

that something was happening globally when Dr. Mercola, Ty and Charlene Bollinger in their quest for the truth about cancer and

vaccines, and numerous other people acting in the public interest were targeted. This is unacceptable.
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mondayitis
Joined On 12/17/2011 5:37:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So sorry this has happened to you Dr Mercola and your CFO/CEO and their families. As one of the other commenters said below it has

been happening here is Australia too. From a news article:

www.smartcompany.com.au/Inance/aussie-banks-refuse-debanking-explanat..  Arbitrary debanking of sole traders and small

businesses by Inancial institutions is a longstanding problem. Now Australia’s banks have doubled down on the reasons they believe

they should not be required to tell customers or potential customers why they can’t have basic banking services. In most cases of

debanking, facilities are denied or withdrawn on the basis of occupation or industry. According to the Australian Small Business and

Family Enterprise Ombudsman, such businesses include cryptocurrency traders, brothels, individual sex workers and sex shops, tattoo

parlours and precious metal traders.

Cases have also been reported among Irearms dealers, vaping retailers, mining companies and the agriculture and farming sector. A

typical example was high-proIle Sydney escort Samantha X who last year reported her long-standing account with ING had been shut

down. When she asked for an explanation, she said she was told: “We can’t tell you why sorry, it is a business decision.” WHAT!!! Since

when have banks become god. This is a disgraceful and frightening state of affairs.
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Darwina
Joined On 12/29/2022 2:54:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OMG. Agriculture, farming and mining?
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Eventually we'll be reduced to black market bartering and homemade goods in order to survive outside their system. Cash and

precious metals may help a little before then. Maybe even certain kinds of crypto for online transactions.
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pam7647
Joined On 9/6/2014 5:30:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Dems are scared sh*tless of RFK, Jr., and Dr. Mercola has been speaking favorably about him an the last few weeks. This, coupled

with Mercola speaking the truth about Covid, has inspired Chase to vex their muscle in defense of the left. The decision, imo, will have

a similar impact as it had on the sales of Bud Light, etc. I, for one, will end my relationship with Chase today. And, how do you think

Trump feels after the constant attacks on him since 2016? I don't know if he's had any banks close his accounts, but he was the duly

re-elected President of the United States, and it was stolen from him in 2020 allowing everything that has transpired to happen. God

Bless Dr. Mercola, and God Bless Donald Trump.
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Country_Me
Joined On 7/5/2008 11:40:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Trump is a HUGE Noahide Law supporter! How can anyone that believes in the New Testament support Trump and for so many

other reasons, too. I was listening to Judge Napolitano yesterday and he was talking about a couple things Trump didn't do he

said he would. I knew about the Kennedy Iles he didn't release but I didn't know it was set to expire under his presidency Sec

702. I am not sure if that has something to do with the Patriot Act? But it does have to do with spying on us. He told the Judge

he wouldn't sign to keep Sec 702 but then he signed it anyways. Then told the Judge they "twisted his arm" to sign it. That with

Trump taking the Million from PIzer for his inauguration then fast track those Vaccines (I could say more LOL) I am not sure

why anyone would trust him again.

Well I'm not voting for him. Judge said something about sec 702 that was passed under Bush, Jr. had something to do with

them even spying on Trump but yet Trump signed to continue that. SMH Yes, Trump gave choice on the Vaccines in one breath

while in the next he said he recommended them saying they were "safe" and "great" when they are not either one! How many

took those jabs based on him saying they were safe and great and then got vaccine injured? Other reasons I won't vote for him.

If his arm could get twisted about vetoing a bill that has to do with spying on us AND HIM what else could they twist his arm to

get him to do?
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Trump owns a lot of stock in PIzer. The father of the vaccine. He has always been a left-wing Democrat until suddenly he wasn't

and ran for President as a right-wing Republican. He ordered the state of emergency and never revoked it, leaving Biden no

hindrance to all those mandates he's easily pushed through. I've read reviews of his book Art of the Deal and kept wondering,

"What's in it for the Donald?" By now it should be obvious.
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Have you told Chase the reason for ending your relationship with Chase?
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wor9463
Joined On 12/19/2016 1:50:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Every election outcome has been predetermined.  The mindset of the people who have planned and orchestrated the last three

years have existed forever.  And they wouldn't leave any position of power to chance or to the choice of the people.  What

reason would anyone have to think that any previous election would be valid?  People are way too politically invested - even at

small local levels - to think that there are any accurate election results.
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dkoch66
Joined On 7/27/2023 6:24:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

While I am conIdent this is all a pain in the you-know-what, Chase did you a favor! This banking cabal behemoth is going to disappear

into the winds of history once all the pedo details come out full blast on the CEO and Board. Chase basically gave you a 6-12 month

head-start to get your life in a better position.
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Sue12Cross
Joined On 10/31/2009 3:22:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's all part of the game in this upside down world and when things like this happen in such an open and obvious way, I see it as a very

positive indication of how illogical and desperate the opponents have become. What sort of company does this to its

clients/customers, particularly such high proIle ones, revealing to the World that they are not It for purpose? As already mentioned it

mirrors the Inancial sector's treatment of the Canadian Truckers and the people who donated to their cause. All it does it to highlight

who and what these entities are and shows others they should be eschewed. The only thing that you and your colleagues have to

regret is that you gave them your business for so long. Although you are angry now, it is you who are well rid of them. You have now

stopped feeding the Beast!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Sue, the corrupt globalist elite dominates thought and controls humanity, but time always tells the truth because there will

always be independent media and journalists who will end up shedding light on minds by clarifying the maze of partisan news.

The greatest fear is a new world order of loss of rights and freedoms, the economic crisis, poverty, the increase in inequalities

and a possible mandatory vaccination. Vanguard and Black Rock are stakeholders across industry, media, academia, and

politics. Vanguard and Black Rock invest in each other through something called circular ownership, they are a monopoly that

owns everything.

These are true lovers of power and money among the leaders and structure of BigPharma, the institutional entities, the

information media moved by the strings of big capital. They are psychopaths wreaking havoc on innocent lives by uncaring,

selIsh, irresponsible criminal parasites and elected oRcials who lie to their constituents, trade political favors for campaign

contributions, turn a blind eye to the wishes of citizens. electorate and favor the corporate elite.
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Sue, so very much agree!
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Joined On 1/5/2022 9:03:41 AM
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Sue I totally agree. These characters and their institutions will just get more powerful and we little nobodies just minimized. Our

wealth is in believing and living in the truth that GOD is our salvation. Dr. M keep up the amazing work and Ighting for us. So

very sorry what has happened to you and your employees.
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Joined On 3/24/2016 1:41:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hope that independent podcasters like Jimmy Dore, Kim Iversen, and others pick up on this, and the message gets spread far

and wide. I will do my part and make comments and requests for this to be done. Dr. Mercola, let us know what else we can do

to help? Thank you.
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plastictekkie
Joined On 12/28/2008 5:01:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Today I will make my last transaction with Chase Bank. Just have to make that one last transaction

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 1:14:16 PM

 Like   Dislike

 

MrRiccardo
Joined On 4/10/2021 5:27:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hello everyone The Country that exports "true democracy" Inds itself a prisoner of the same system. Nothing new, nothing strange.

We are all like the frogs in the pot, with the water getting hotter and hotter, and we die happy. The rule for winning on all occasions is

always the same: follow the money. They managed to arrest Al Capone with this simple rule. The same one that applies to almost all

wars, to the "holy wars" that the US Ights around the world. Export "democracy" and above all take power.

But when others do it then America becomes indignant. Now, your own leaders are making you suffer the same fate. Dear Dr Mercola

and all of you, I deeply love the USA and cherish the memories of my wonderful trips to your wonderful country. But for the past few

years everything has changed and certainly not for the better. I no longer recognise the USA of my memories and that is very sad.

Power, real power, is in the hands of wicked people. The whole world is suffering the consequences. I wish you all the best.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 4:46:36 AM

 Like   Dislike

 

rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is no longer the USA I remember. I live in it. We are no longer free after being locked down for years. Yet many patriots

remain blind. They look to Trump, guns and God (in that order) to save them. Just for being "Muricans." As a Christian I do not

believe God will save our dollar or status as a nation state. This quit being a Christian nation decades ago.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 9:29:50 AM
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As an ex employee of JP Morgan -I have posted this with astonishment and horror on Medium - I used to work at JP in the late eighties

as an analyst. This is political discrimination and harassment. But perhaps sadly no surprise given the Great Reset as I have outlined

many times.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 2:01:49 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you PIP for your actions in defense of freedom. Yes, as Dr. Mercola has expressed, what is happening is an outrageous

representation of social credit. Humanity is ruled by globalist elites who brand a fascist state where people are classiIed based

on deep state obedience. It is the world turned upside down to achieve the purposes of the WEF with the Great Reset. In his

book, Orwell wrote of an all-powerful Big Brother "surveillance state" that tracked everyone in real time. Even at home, the

government was always watching and manipulating. The technology that Orwell is establishing by the authoritarian

governments that obey the slogans of the globalist elites are steps already taken by China and that are now emerging with force

in the US and in the world.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 2:21:56 AM
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Bett137
Joined On 9/19/2007 7:09:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Looks like I will be canceling all of my Chase credit cards today. I am not going to do business with a company that does this. I

canceled my PayPal account for the same reason.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 10:37:42 AM
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Have you told them why?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 1:12:16 PM
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Bett137
Joined On 9/19/2007 7:09:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ringer2, of course I did. However, when I told them on the phone "because of what Chase did to Dr. Mercola", the customer

service rep said "ok, personal reasons". So, they likely aren't even writing down why. I plan to send an email or letter to their

headquarters though.  BTW: Their website said you can't close your account online, you have to call a number. Turns out the

phone number that they listed to close your account had been disconnected. Weird "co-incidence".

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 4:20:51 PM
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mic2619
Joined On 6/20/2018 2:24:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sell all of your Chase Bank stock. Close all of your accounts!!!!!!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 6:33:38 AM
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lucyworth
Joined On 6/1/2009 2:17:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As happened to the Canadian Truckers and associated businesses. As happened to Katie Hopkins and Tommy Robinson some years

ago (no-one seemed to care at the time). Similar to what has just happened to Nigel Farage in the UK. Obviously this is being done

deliberately - the question is: is it to 'wake people up' to the perils of CBDC, or to use the 'Problem, Reaction, Solution' tactic to nudge

people into demanding the State gets rid of the 'big bad banks' and replace them with CBDCs? Time will tell I guess...

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 12:41:36 AM
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Darwina
Joined On 12/29/2022 2:54:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ING debanked Maria Zeee here in Aus.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 1:28:12 AM
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think the Farage thing is making people sit up and think, a bit. Whatever one thinks of his politics and I'm not saying - nobody

should be chucked out of a bank for no good reason. It also makes a nonsense of the so called minorities that we are dealing

with who make a big noise. This is the NEW harassed minority!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 2:30:43 AM
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As far as the States are concerned about not caring about what happened to the Canandian Truckers and their supporters,

people can't care if they don't even hear about it. The towns here are on the Candian Border and it would be a pretty safe bet

nearly no one was aware of the dirty deeds done.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 5:23:53 AM
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Quirke
Joined On 5/28/2021 3:48:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, I had the exact same thought when it happened to a high proIle person like Nigel Farage - I believe that many things are

being planned and executed, that on the face of it do not seem related, but are part of the massive push back and are on our

side.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 5:39:13 AM
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caws
Joined On 1/12/2009 12:42:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What we need is non proIt STATE BANKS not Federal to compete. They would be more secure than local banks and loan money

in state to farmers,families & businesses; not speculating investments. North Dakota is the only one in USA with a state bank

and it has worked out great for the state. I heard several other states are considering this. Maybe Florida could be the Irst. Just

to be clear; is Chase bank freezing the money in these accounts like the truckers or allowing you to transfer to another bank? If

they won't give a reason then you know for sure it is political; perhaps from the White House itself. What you need now is an

investigation of the bank or a whistle blower as they have broken the law at least in FL.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 6:25:09 AM
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ThyroidGirl
Joined On 7/11/2017 3:56:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm sorry they did this to you Doctor, this is disgusting. They are coming for every single one of us 'anti vaxxers'. Don't kid yourself they

will get to us one by one... I hope you are as brave as I am, because I won't give in to the narrative. I'm not letting them trap me here,

when I'm done on this planet, I'm going back HOME. I'm with GOD.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 5:37:41 AM
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gra1559
Joined On 5/9/2021 5:30:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A lot of us here all share these sentiments. I have some work to do still here on God's earth, but after that, I don't care what man

can do to me. I'm off home too. Eternity in heaven awaits. For the meantime, I'm ready to continue to stand in the way of the

NWO and those who do such evil. Praying for you Dr Mercola. Your health advice has been a guiding light and your exposure of

those who are implementing a prison system for those of us who go against the narrative has given us more liberty and

encouragement. Thank you.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 7:33:56 AM
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They're coming after everyone who won't play by the rules they're setting. All dissidents will be cancelled.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 9:31:52 AM
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inner
Joined On 4/29/2008 4:06:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Class action suit against JP Morgan. A call for boycott, people to transfer their accounts out of JP, sell off stocks of JP etc

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 1:45:40 PM
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kartoon1
Joined On 1/13/2013 12:52:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just canceled my CHASE ACCOUNTS! I will never do business with the demonic people that think they’re in charge. Just called today.

I’m sorry Dr Mercola. We will keep pushing back.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 7:59:00 AM
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dianna1189
Joined On 3/29/2021 5:34:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Outrage doesn't begin to describe this action against Dr. Mercola and his key employees. I have cancelled my Amazon Prime

Chase Visa account. Screw the points! I encourage a Universal Boycott of Chase, those rat bastards!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 8:27:41 AM
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AlisonWunderland
Joined On 6/24/2021 5:13:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Dr Mercola, welcome to the de-banking club. I was de-banked by NatWest, in fact it was worse than de-banking, it involved the

“misplacing” of direct credit transfers to my business and private accounts, stopping cheques, denying cash withdrawals. And why? I

caught a gang of Freemasons defrauding companies of sales orders, plant and machinery etc. involving bankers, lawyers, company

directors and lower minions. From my research I unearthed a whole hornets nest of corruption on a global scale. My immediate

solution was to close all my accounts with NatWest and leave them with a 36k business overdraft as part compensation for the

damage done.

In their attempts to recover the overdraft, their lawyers even forged documents, made false statements in sworn aRdavits. One judge

was so concerned about the corruption that he made an order that all further hearings were to be conducted by him alone. After the

order I never saw him again. In view of the forged documents and fraudulent aRdavits, the bank, fearing bad publicity withdrew their

claim. www.dropbox.com/s/46ivz0y7p8rlzl3/MASTERS%20OF%20TRUTH%20FATHERS%20OF%..

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 7:07:09 AM
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola...please consider moving your Inances to Old Glory Bank, founded by Larry Elder, Dr. Ben Carson, & Governor Mary

Fallin...https://oldglorybank.com/

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 5:20:47 AM
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Galeforce
Joined On 12/29/2012 9:03:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

An insidious form of censorship - deny a person the ability to live a normal life by removing an essential service. As we all know, these

days it is nearly impossible to live without a bank account, and totally impossible for a business to survive without one. What's next?

Cancel one's driving licence, cancel one's passport, destroy one's credit rating, force default on loans and bills by refusing payment?

There are numerous ways in which the 'state' can make a person's life a misery through denial of access to basic goods and services,

using compliant businesses to enforce the attack. Let's face it - democracy is dead. Elections change nothing. The western world is

now totalitarian.
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GeoBub
Joined On 12/5/2022 6:55:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Did Chase Bank close Biden's accounts for suspicious activity? Rep. James Comer says six banks, including JP Morgan-Chase, Bank

of America, and Wells Fargo, submitted over 170 suspicious activity reports to the Treasury Department regarding the Biden family,

alleging their involvement in money laundering, human traRcking, and tax fraud. The American banks also raised concerns about wire

transfers received by the Bidens from foreign state-owned entities, notably from the Chinese government, allegedly for the purpose of

money laundering and tax evasion. The foreign wires were found to be directed towards Biden's business associates before being

funneled through 20 shell companies associated with the Bidens.

Subsequently, the funds were distributed among various Biden family members. I heard rumors that the amount of suspicious activity

topped $200,000,000.00 over the years. One would think that a large amount like that would draw attention of auditors and fraud

investigators. Perhaps there is a legal remedy in this for Dr. Mercola as there is now a precedence that the law or at least policy is not

being applied equally or fairly. This is so bizarre. Can it get even stranger? I wonder if they will Ind a link between the UFOs briefed

before a Sub-Committee and Hunter? Hunter may have an alien love child or Hunter may have been doing cocaine hits with 'Paul' the

alien in the movie 'Paul'.
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annlena49
Joined On 12/6/2011 10:54:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m outraged! A year ago we closed out Chase credit card and Bank of America credit card and checking accounts after the Canadian

trucker protesters’ accounts were frozen. We are now customers of a local conservative bank. Hopefully this will wake up more people

to the threats we are under.
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ilandgurl
Joined On 3/16/2013 8:43:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you, Dr. Mercola, for all the info about our health and the truth about what’s going on in our society. People need to educate

themselves and read up on world history and the different governments and how the powers of the wealthy are changing our country.

What happened to American freedom, right of speech, freedom of religion, etc.? What happened to simple kindness, respect and

caring? What happened to Unity? I fear for my children and grandchildren and their quality of life. May God be with us!
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BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET
Joined On 9/3/2021 4:31:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We , as a nation of people, have turned away from God, and the judgment of God is being poured out on all these evil-doers at

this time, just as the bible declares in 2 Thessalonians2 and the book of Revelation, Chapter 16, the vials of judgment. Turn to

God and repent. And read Revelation 18:4...get out of her, that church which is also the beast, complying with gov'ts and sinning

against all that is righteous. For the mark is not a chip, but rather 'compliance and loyalty' to the beast/gov't. Trust God and obey

Him, not man.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 8:24:27 AM
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craigcam
Joined On 7/2/2021 6:11:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Seems like a David and Goliath type situation. UFO enthusiasm, Operation Mockingbird, the CIA and U.S. Intelligence efforts to deceive

the public. Former head of cia, william casey said in congressional hearing that the purpose of intelligence was to confuse public so

they would never know what to believe about anything. of course, this has since been reported as disinformation, but you can see the

results of its implementation everywhere on lamestream news where the reporters have repeat exactly the same words on every

lamestream news station from vorida to alaska, and worldwide in fact.

Operation Mockingbird is a CIA program to create disinformation by planting stories on network media outllets, which stories are then

mimicked on an ever-spreading network of sources that repeat the original disinformation. As a result of non primary sources

"mocking" the primary stories and each other, the disinformation becomes perceived as "fact". The U.S. government is heavily

invuenced if not completely controlled by Inancial monopolists like Rockefellers, Rothschilds, British, Dutch, Belgian, German and

Israeli industrialists, oligarchs and royal families.

Mockingbirds are a group of birds best known for their habit of mimicking the songs of other birds and the sounds of insects and

amphibians, hence the name "Operation Mockingbird". Do you really trust the government that is trying to kill you with toxic bioweapon

"quacksines". There are no such things as "space ships" and "space people". If there were, they would be running the government, NOT

THE INCOMPETENT, PERVERTED SICK DEGENERATES THAT ARE IN CHARGE NOW.

rumble.com/v1zse8p-global-psyop-tore-says-documentary-caacia-propagand..
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are too such things as spaceships and space people. Just watch the television series Lost in Space!
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BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET
Joined On 9/3/2021 4:31:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Complete control emanates from Rome. Always has been seeking to rule over the entire world.
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\rstname_lastnamerunbox
Joined On 3/2/2023 8:14:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Plus, there is ample evidence the cia was involved with the killing of JFK. Our gov is still doing coverup of that plus many other

nefarious things they do regularly.
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StonyCreek
Joined On 1/8/2017 4:56:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for giving me an avenue to reply. You are ABSOLUTELY correct. MadElaine.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 1:03:28 PM
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Darwina
Joined On 12/29/2022 2:54:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All you can do is publicise this as much as possible and inform those in the US which bank they can transfer their money to from

Chase. Perhaps you could also Ight legally via anti discrimination laws.
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

An article was posted in Epoch Times yesterday. If you are on Twitter, post. Whatever social media platform you are on, POST>.

Take a stand.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here's a link to the Epoch Times article from July 26, currently ranked number 5 of articles viewed on their site. Don't know if

you can access it or need to login for free access: "Chase Shuts Down Accounts for Dr. Joseph Mercola’s Companies 'I don't

know exactly why they did it. But we've looked at everything within our records. There's nothing that we did.'

www.theepochtimes.com/business/chase-shuts-down-accounts-for-dr-joseph..
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dihirod
Joined On 10/30/2010 3:00:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Way to the northeast, over the great salt sea, is a small island called England. At this very moment a scandal is snowballing by the day,

in that a controversial political Igure called Nigel Farage was debanked by the most exclusive bank (called Couts). He went public, and

so far has managed to get the CEO of the bank to resign, and now he's going for the entire board. His efforts have brought the subject

to the fore, and it appears that new legislation will be enacted as a result. Give it a try.
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jhy7142
Joined On 3/10/2016 7:13:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

dihirod this is all part of the plan to usher in the new credit system . The closing of Chase bank will be blamed on the people for

closing their accounts and destabilising this once too big to fail bank and the snowball effect that will be felt by the rest of the

fraudsters . Once they start to fail they will be let go of and the rest is theirstory .
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BigYetch
Joined On 1/5/2010 7:46:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do you not understand that closing Dr Ms accounts, just like Nigel Farage's in UK as you mentioned, the bankers knew it would

create this reaction ? Its all part of the plan. Turn the people against the banks. They become unworkable " OVERNIGHT " ( think

run on the bank ). Then the " organisers " will introduce digital currency also " OVERNIGHT ".. and the people will be gratefull for

saving them from the evil banksters " Did it no occur to you that introducing " crypto " in the past was tantamount to forgery.....a

henious crime in all countries because it could undermine their economy? Been a war strategy for eons yet it was tollerated !

Lilke 9 11and jabajab; it was a test to see how the herd reacted so they could be more precise with their cultural engineering

and a good test to see how it needed modifying.
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VickyD.
Joined On 10/4/2021 11:44:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They know if they had targeted Dr M, their intentions would have been much more obvious. They are also probably wanting to scare Dr

M's employees, and us Dr M's followers, to make us stay away. But it will only be counterproductive. We stand by you, dearest Dr M and

staff! So let's all boycott Chase Bank in every possible way and spread the word in every possible way! Let's tell as many friends and

relatives as possible about their outrageous decisions and unethical, evil, and probably illegal actions.
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WTF2020
Joined On 5/14/2020 1:51:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just cancelled my 2 Chase accounts.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Have you told them the reason?
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nic9617
Joined On 5/17/2015 2:57:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's outrageous, especially since they seem to be unwilling to even fabricate an actual reason. I have to admit though, I was surprised

to discover Mercola used Chase bank... I supposed he had found an alternative. I guess his business needs the stability of a bigger

bank. I'm not in the U.S. so I don't know the ins and outs of the banking system. We have credit unions many of whom have been going

strong for decades & seem to be doing okay so far.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Typical Banksters. You can contract with every national bank, and eventually every one of them will screw you.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We must place bank corruption within the framework of Vanguard and BlackRock, principal owners of four of the six largest

media companies that control 90 percent of the mass messages on television, in newspapers, and on all network platforms.

social media, and run major websites. These tycoons own 1600 American companies and are the ones that allow the theft,

fraud, deceit, blackmail, corruption, money laundering. While the possibilities for illicitly obtaining money are endless, for

so-called white-collar criminals the risks are not high, but the beneIts are. Money laundering is ubiquitous and can occur in

unexpected areas, such as environmental crime.

Criminals always have the path open to corruption. The advent of cryptocurrencies, such as bitcoin, has exacerbated this

phenomenon. Criminal groups transfer illicitly obtained funds around the world through banks, shell companies, intermediaries

and money transfer companies, attempting to integrate illicit funds into legal businesses and economies. In the world, the big

Inancial groups have hijacked the monetary system and have stolen their valuable assets from savers and investors.

Governments have been complicit in corruption and the collusion of politicians and bankers has been demonstrated
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Banksters are the REAL gangsters..
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Javaned
Joined On 2/4/2021 4:43:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They are not national banks-- they are all private.
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alsrecano3
Joined On 3/22/2010 11:41:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am beyond appalled at this turn of events. First the censoring of Dr mercolas articles, and now this. As a follower of his newsletter

since 2010 and I have bought products from him recently, I've come to look at Dr mercola as one of my go-to people for health

information. I will be praying for you, that you continue to Ight for the truth. The world needs your information desperately.  God bless

you and the rest of the family in your company.
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StarPowerVitD
Joined On 4/19/2021 7:44:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Chase just went full Bud Light.
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LadyLifeGrows
Joined On 6/8/2023 10:31:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I guess it seemed to "work" with Nigel Farage. This wickedness will backIre. It will wake people up. I have been pondering how web

businesses with integrity like this will survive the CBDC era. Now, the challenge is here. Crypto will work in the short term, but in the

long run it is vaporware, worse than "IOU nothings"--Federal Reserve notes. Bitcoin is limited, but new coins are created all the time, so

there is no limit. And the Mt. Gox Iasco some years ago showed me that bitcoin can be stolen. I thank G-d for this disaster--we truly

need this challenge now.
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This is facism. Government colluding with industry to punish, shape, reward, control the people.
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ragus
Joined On 12/25/2008 4:07:38 PM
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Yes, or in Newspeak, Public Private Partnership Building Back Better.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pretty ironic how the NPCs call all of us non hivemind thinkers fascists. And N*z*s. Let Klaus have his way with those. Sick of

them.
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onl91810
Joined On 4/19/2014 10:55:01 AM
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Chase executives must be arrested and prosecuted
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

By whom? We have no one to lead this country right now. They won’t even impeach Biden! They have more on him than even

Nixon and they sit there wringing their hands. Shameful an disgusting.
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\rstname_lastnamerunbox
Joined On 3/2/2023 8:14:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hit them in their pocket books; join a good credit union - CUs pay interest instead of charging you interest. ATMs are free. CUs

are better than commercial banks. Check out Bankrate.com for reviews and pick on and join.
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Darwina
Joined On 12/29/2022 2:54:41 AM
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How do they explain closing the accounts of employees and their children.  How?
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uriahheep
Joined On 10/28/2010 4:44:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am English but choose to live in Ireland. I had banked with my bank for over 30 years when I received a letter saying they needed ME

to close my accounts, and gave me six months to do so or they would close them for me and sweep all my money into a central

holding account, for which I would have to apply for. I had great diRculty in getting a UK bank to accept me. One bank wasted my time

by sending contradictory information - sales said 'yes', no problem; customer service said 'no'.

Finally I managed to get a UK account but it is restricted, just basic banking, but is better than nothing. Thousands of expats have

experienced the same thing, some with just a weeks notice. I can well appreciate the diRculties Dr Mercola is facing, and not just him

but his employees too, in getting things up and running again and I wish him well. This is more than the banks, they are just doing their

masters bidding in silencing anyone who questions the narrative. The majority of people are sheep and follow the WEF shepherd, who

does not want outliers disturbing the peace of their vock.

There will be more to come in this vein. There are calls for people to 'save cash!'. These are cries in the wilderness, CBDC is going to

come; the things planned for us are going to take place. If anyone thinks this is doom and gloom spreading and defeatist talk, just

think a minute. Do you really think that opposition to their plans has not been factored into that plan? Sure, using cash and saving it is

a great idea, I do it myself.

But I know that at midnight on zero day, cash will be declared non-legal tender, shops won't take it, banks won't accept it, it will be just

metal discs in your pocket and paper in your wallet, and likely, as with gold in the 1930's, it will be illegal to have it. We have to face the

fact that the WEF et-al has been a long time in the planning, it was not worked out on the back of an envelope last week. We haven't

seen anything yet.
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If you have gold and silver and cripto you can avoid the banks.
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Those things that they plan will not come to fruition unless we the people allowed it to happen...Do not patronize their

businesses.....Avoid their banks ...avoid their stores....avoid their apps.... Do not vote for Biden...Obama...Trudeau...Macron...
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ILou123: "If you have gold and silver and cripto you can avoid the banks." For now, whilst it is still legal to have gold and silver

and the computer systems have not been shut down. ILou123 "Those things that they plan will not come to fruition unless we

the people allowed it to happen...Do not patronize their businesses.....Avoid their banks ...avoid their stores....avoid their

apps.... Do not vote for Biden...Obama...Trudeau...Macron..." "They" rely on inertia, and if you live in a food desert, boycotting a

store may not be so easy. Not voting makes no difference, someone will get in, it matters not who. The public are so immersed

in the MSM propaganda Soma that, relatively, only a few can see what is happening. There are those trumpeting that 'People are

waking up!' Really? I can't say i have seen it. The people trumpeting this are usually playing to the gallery or preaching to the

converted - a veritable echo-chamber.
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Regardless, we shall overcome. On the whole people prefer light to darkness, they have nothing they wish to hide as seriously

as these fearful fearmongers sitting at the top of the pile who ARE sooooo frightened of loss, they feel the need to control

EVERYTHING...how mentally ill is that? Stay sane and stay centred, do what you can to uphold that in which you believe.
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Bingo. They're more apt to make gold illegal. Just declaring cash worthless will be enough.
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Joined On 2/4/2021 4:43:09 PM
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The only way is to explain to the people around you, that their cash, money, whatever they call it, will disappear and will be

replaced with cards ONLY.  And if there is power failure, "the system is down" event, computer errors, or their cards are simply

blocked-- they may die from hunger, cold etc. They have to press their elected lawmakers to enact laws defending the cash. As

well to get the Inancial matters from the private hands-- why not national, state, city's, community's banks?
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A good observation, but it goes deeper than that. It is of course, a long story, but we all acknowledge that tech progress was and

is inevitable. Fact is, we have always created labor saving devices. If you won the lottery, what is the Irst thing most woukd do.

Tell the boss " very politely " to terminate your employment (in othrr words " shove it " lol ). Freedom at last. Do what i want when

i want. Now imagine if 50% of the pop.won lottery? What would happen to the economy? Regarding the work situation, that 50%

(conservative estimate ), will be in that position,thanks to the inevitable tech progress, but without income, and not just blue

collar workers.

Becoming an accountant for instance today would be equivalent to becoming a typewriter mechanic last century lol.... So if you

knew what was coming, what would you do if you had the power to do so.? Perhaps a central crypto banking system and

universal income ? There are many many millions around the world who would welcome this, such as those " slaves " who work

in high tech, assembling hardware for example, or those who spend half their life in paddy Ields up to their knees in water. THIS

is the big picture.... It is of course, a long story, but we all acknowledge that tech progress was and is inevitable. Fact is, we have

always created labor saving devices.

If you won the lottery, what is the Irst thing most woukd do. Tell the boss " very politely " to terminate your employment (in othrr

words " shove it " lol ). Freedom at last. Do what i want when i want. Now imagine if 50% of the pop.won lottery? What would

happen to the economy? Regarding the work situation, that 50% (conservative estimate ), will be in that position,thanks to the

inevitable tech progress, but without income, and not just blue collar workers. Becoming an accountant for instance today

would be equivalent to becoming a typewriter mechanic last century lol.... So if you knew what was coming, what would you ?
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Outrageous! The more noise you make about this the better. This doesn't bode well for anybody. Apparently in U.K. you are legally

entitled to order a search for the reason. Good luck. This must be resolved.
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This happened to Nigel Farage in UK. NatWest absolutely knew there would be such outrage and be widely publicised. Even his

political enemies supported him. This is orchestrated to turn the public against the current banking system, ( which is dying anyway)

which will make an opening for the much better ( yeah...right !!!) New World Bank system. You are all being played. EVERY signiIcant

world event Its this pattern from 911 to vax', global warming (now " change " of course), economic collapse , ai fear generation,

woksm etcetc. This is all inevitable and the predictable unrest will encourage the instigation of energency"constitutionally bypassing"

action.

Fact is ', this is not EVIL at work like many believe, but an attempt to accomodate the incredible unemployment looming and the

instigation of universal centrally generated income. Im talking about 70 to 80 '% of the population. Just as rules for behaviour on a

freeway are there to stop carnage so such controls will be necessary. Ask people what's the Irst thing they would do if they won

lottery.Many would pack up working. Imagine if more than 50% won the lottery. This is why many of the new strategies are being

introduced. It's as inevitable as is tech progress and nobody doubts the reality of that .
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You are so right! Nothing just happens, as FDR said. Everything has been set up to achieve their goals of complete control and

dominion. This has been going on from the beginning of history, but most profoundly it is seen in the history of the last

2000years. Since Jesus left the earth, His enemies have been trying to take the power from Him, with all lies and craftiness,

deceit and fear. The head of the snake is the one who sits on the throne in Rome, usurping the authority , seat and power and

acting like god on earth. This is the one who controls the whole earth and is devouring the whole earth. This is the antichrist

which is being judged by God and will be destroyed forever. The whole book of Revelation reveals this history and the power of

God to destroy him forever in the Lake of Fire. This takes a lot of study but it is very true, as is all God's word. Once studied well,

it is easy to see.
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How is this not evil at work?
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Javaned
Joined On 2/4/2021 4:43:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's EVIL. They have and had all the power to arrange everything in the best manner for the people. The unemployment is created

by them, accelerating the tech progress, which displaced the humans.  Now, the "glorious" tech progress was supposed to

SERVE the people , not to sacriIce enormous part of them in the name of the "progress" of its own sake.
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Joined On 4/9/2021 1:41:42 AM
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Old Glory Bank is a community bank that offers personal and business accounts and no censorship.

oldglorybank.com/business-accounts
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Where is Old Glory Bank based at?
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Sun. , https://oldglorybank.com/
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fas9218
Joined On 6/24/2013 9:31:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Big Banks, big Pharma, Military establishment and governments are working together to make us poorer, unsafe and sicker. Dr.

Mercola is one of the few heros in this world of misinformation. His advice saved me from a chronic 'incurable'disease. THANK YOU!
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Absolutely disgraceful and disturbing. The thought of a CBDC system is frightening in terms of the power they will have over

everything you do.
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Darwina
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Run by the powers that want to enslave the world.  WEF/DAVOS/WHO/UN or should I say those behind them.
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sun99441
Joined On 6/26/2022 11:54:16 AM
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They want you to think that the CBDC system is inevitable, but it's not. We need to keep Ighting.
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Javaned
Joined On 2/4/2021 4:43:09 PM
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It's not inevitable, don't let be brainwashed. Florida passed a law (needs to be checked if it's true) against the digital currency.

That's why we elect the lawmakers, to make laws, which defend us from the private banks tyranny.
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bul51293
Joined On 8/26/2013 10:32:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Disgusting what they are doing to Dr. Mercola! These banks are evil, and the sooner we can leave all of them the better! They will do

the same thing to any of us - and will - They are having their A.I. surveilling all of us - probably even on here, and everything we do on

our phones/computers - so we will all be next. Cancel all accounts to any institution that will do this.... On another note, found

something extremely concerning. Received a phone call with a phone message, then a text (see) and then a gmail all the exact

wording..

Warning you all now, if you get something similar REFUSE entry into your home, say 'no thanks, I am not interested.' I believe they are

surveilling people's basements for food storage or weapons (to be later conIscated) or do actually do something to our water at a

home level (to the pipes)...like Dr. Bryan Ardis has discussed on the movie, 'Watch the Water.'

rumble.com/v10mnew-live-world-premiere-watch-the-water.html  Since when does the federal government care about lead in our

water ?

Clearly NOT when they are in the middle of a genocide plan to depopulate the planet with bio-weapon shots...funny how they capitalize

the word FREE (like free donuts if you take a shot wtf).... Anyways, here is the text - be warned in advance and REFUSE entry, and let

your friends know about this too. See text/email below: **** Dear Customer, Per federal government requirements to mitigate risks to

lead exposure in drinking water, the Erie County Water Authority is working to identify lead water service lines in our customers'

homes.

ECWA staff are conducting door-to-door outreach in your area Thursday, July 27 through Saturday, July 29 to request permission to

conIrm the water service line material in your home. The inspection will take only 10-15 minutes and is FREE. Your anticipated

cooperation is very important to maintaining the safety of your drinking water and greatly appreciated. Please contact ECWA with any

questions at 716-849-8444
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cjohnstonexedyusa.com
Joined On 4/13/2013 12:11:20 PM
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TIME TO BOYCOTT CHASE!!
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njlady
Joined On 11/21/2006 8:03:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It seems they may be setting the stage for covid round 2......squash the dissenters...kill their voices (now that we know who they really

are) before we start the new havoc..they are the enemy..
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Luana is the social credit system, the surveillance state to punish those who defend the truth, the unvaccinated and those

who do not want the 2030 Agenda. Humanity is governed by globalist elites who mark a fascist state that it classiIes the good

and trustworthy ones from the "bad" ones deserving of punishment. It is the world turned upside down to achieve the purposes

of the WEF with the Great Reset.

The media are a pandemic of misinformation, in their support of mass-forming psychosis. The technology that Orwell is

established by authoritarian governments that obey the slogans of globalist elites Passports, computer control, surveillance

cameras, microchip implants are part of a transhumanist world where robotics, genetic engineering, nanotechnology, modiIed

organisms, nanobots and artiIcial intelligence will be part of a humanity that has lost its essence, the soul the essential spirit of

the human being. When the decision is between going on just to get along or challenging the system and risking it all, many

choose the former. With Social Credit, the rebels are marginalized so that the slogans of evil may triumph.
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Hi Gui..... As the song adequately states "despite all my rage I am still just a rat in a cage "....we can run...but can we ever really

hide? Probably not... so I guess to challenge the system is the only way we need to go.
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Joined On 6/19/2006 9:06:48 AM
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Wow !  I have a roughly 50 year relationship with Chase that I must now terminate.  A somewhat arduous task considering the many

auto-pay accounts I have with them.  How business, health and politics have become so conjoined ba{es me.  A business acting on

political grounds is a huge mistake.  Worse when their politics are antithetical to what I stand for.  I can only hope others will be

inclined to eliminate any association with Chase.  Disney, Budweiser, Target and now Chase.  True colors matter and Chase is not

vying my vag.
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aliciaha32gmail.com
Joined On 1/25/2021 11:53:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This a very dirty thing Chase bank is doing, however everyone should heed the warning. Your money is NOT safe in these banks, my

elderly mother in law had her accounts frozen a few years ago by another large bank with similar lack of explanation. She simply

wasn't happy with some of the people she was having to deal with at times due to the fact they questioned how she spent every penny

of her money despite the fact the money was hers, she had never ever put herself in a Inancially detrimental situation and was in no

danger of running out.

When she informed them in writing and over the phone that she had intentions of moving her money elsewhere, they immediately

froze her accounts and sent a letter with vague explanations such as "potential money laundering, illegal activity and/or fraud" and the

intent to investigate the "unusual activity." She suddenly found herself with no access to cash or checks whatsoever and limited use of

her bank card, this went on for over a year. The bank never found any wrong doing of course, but were able to tie her money up just so

they wouldn't lose the accounts. Everyone please understand this CAN happen to you too, it is very real, so beware!!
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LloydG1954
Joined On 4/26/2021 1:23:39 PM
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Give JPM Chase the Bud Light treatment.
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robbie2u
Joined On 6/29/2011 11:51:41 PM
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Discrimination is deIned in law so it will come about that health discrimination will emerge and based on the same evils that help

create unfair servicing to certain members of the public. Though the decision may be spiteful, ill-informed and often having a

self-righteous vavor it matters not to the bank that it should cause you harm. But it should since if there is a person making decisions

for the bank based on some social or moral urging though they often have no expertise in this area may violate principles dear to their

customers. Once you begin making social or moral judgements on customer’s beliefs why should it stop. You may open or close bank

accounts based on abortion vs pro-life, meat eater vs vegetarian, democrat vs republican, religious Vs atheist. Why not in order to be

consistent but you won’t because of the back lash and possible picketing outside your bank. Since you won’t but will for this particular

belief then it is by nature discriminatory.
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starcense
Joined On 8/12/2007 3:34:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Soon, everyone will be able to ditch the criminal central banks. See the link in the article for how to open an account with a brand new

International trade bank for both personal and commercial banking:

www.paulstramer.net/2023/07/redeIning-banks-as-prosperity.html?m=1
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Javaned
Joined On 2/4/2021 4:43:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It looks like jumping from the frying pan into the Ire. Nothing international is good at this time of global takeover. Going

national and local is the way.
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BigYetch
Joined On 1/5/2010 7:46:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hehehe..I rest my case. Do you not understand that closing Dr Ms accounts, like Nigel Farage's in UK, the bankers knew it would

create this reaction ? Its all part of the plan. Turn thebpeoplemagainst the banks. They become unworkable " OVERNIGHT " (

think run on the bank ). Then the " organisers " will introduce digital currency also " OVERNIGHT ".. and the people will be

gratefull for saving them from the evil banksters " Did it no occur to you that introducing " crypto " in the past was tantamount to

forgery.....a henious crime in all countries because it could undermine their economy? Been a war strategy for eons ! Lilke 9

11and jabajab; it was a test to see how the herd reacted so they could be more prexise with their cultural engineering.
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Joined On 5/4/2021 7:31:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Commie bastards. Close all big bank accounts and bank locally. I moved all mine to my local small county bank. I know the tellers,

they know me.
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ilandgurl
Joined On 3/16/2013 8:43:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is outrageous! People need to wake up! Funny, I’ve been thinking of moving my personal and business accounts to another bank.

I’m deInitely doing it now!
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OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You started speaking out against transgenderism. To certain persons in power, heteronormalcy is Christianity. Their religion demands

the destruction of male, female deInitions ~ deInitions like "mom and dad" ~ all deInition of heteronormalcy and family. Their push

for transgenderism is their religion of gnostic nihilism. For some bank and political leaders, their brand of gnostic nihilism may involve

secret orgies that begin with rituals in black robes and masks. So could your position on transgenderism be weighted in the reaction

of Chase Bank too in religious persecution?
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Joined On 3/5/2021 9:01:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You need to make a legal claim under many counts: harrassment, discrimination, distress, Inancial (time) loss, potential damage to

your reputation. When you write to them to have them reconsider their decision, you need to implore them to divulge a reason if they

make the same decision again, or that you will be taking them to court. Then once they decide to let you back in, if they do, switch

banks anyway, and sue them anyway,for the time and distress, etc.
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_Tn1s_
Joined On 6/18/2021 3:11:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“KYC” — these Chase banksters must have known Epstein and his associates very well. Do any of them still have accounts there?
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Chase is as corrupt as the Big House in DC.....Epstein was their best customer.
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8myveggies
Joined On 5/19/2023 10:04:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

During the 2008 Inancial crisis I was such a silly person that my Irst thought was that at least now customers would leave these slimy

banks in droves and as we all know, that. didn’t. happen. which is confounding! So few people took their money and left for cleaner

pastures that a part of me thinks we deserve what we get. Doesn’t Catherine Austin Fitts say, “Don’t Inance your enemy?” We can do

much better and should have started a long time ago.
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Joined On 11/6/2012 4:24:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola may sue the bank, but I guess it's a David vs Golieth struggle. This is creepy.
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The only thing lawsuits do is make the lawyers richer.
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Unbelievably grotesque and certainly a warning to sleepwalking Australians to take heed!
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Bertibear
Joined On 11/26/2022 2:24:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So sorry Dr Mercola.It’s happening in England too.But we are Ighting back.Fact is we will have to get our own system going like

Michael Tellinger in one small town explains.This is the only way.They have a crypto based on work done.It’s brill. We are already

starting in England.It’s in the Us too.It’s not a crypto scam.This is about building our own businesses and money is time.Not being paid

in Iat.Join us
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uriahheep
Joined On 10/28/2010 4:44:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think that these things are all very well and good, and more power to their elbows. But these things are being run within the

current system, if it fails for any reason you have a fall-back onto the Iat money system, it is a safety net. There must be an

interface with the Iat system somewhere, how else could you buy goods and services not in the local system? And what if you

are unable to build a business, or are old or sick? I can see such a scheme possibly, though not probably, being tolerated by the

NWO (giving the perception of having some control over ones life) so long as it remained below the radar, and would be

monitored by spies and the internet, seeing as it has a website.

But should it be perceived as a threat, it would disappear overnight, the leaders arrested and charged with 'crimes against the

World'. Having said that, I think there is a navety about these schemes that imagines that in the NWO totalitarian state, which is

steam rollering itself into existence, such things would be permitted to exist by a smiling, tolerant and muniIcent totalitarian

benefactor. Good luck with that.
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Esther3113
Joined On 7/27/2023 12:47:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Check out Nigel Farage in UK. On GBNews. He took them on. They're sorry now. He is starting a web site.
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carsos42
Joined On 12/15/2009 11:21:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm guessing that most of the commenters are not aware that JPMorganChase has been convicted of Ive felonies and has paid

millions of dollars in Ines. Mere pocket change. JPMC is the biggest bank in the USA. For years they knew, but supported, Bernie

Madoff and his ongoing Ponzi scheme. For years they knew, but supported, Jeffrey Epstein and his sex traRc business to the tune of

more millions of dollars. JPMC is too big to be punished for anything, even as the DOJ continues to ignore its lawbreaking. Dumping

Dr. Mercola and his staff is PERHAPS a way that JPMC is trying to earn 'good guy' points with the PharMa and US Government by

punishing someone they hate. By all means, if you do business with JPMC, seriously consider dumping them and Inding another

Inancial partner.
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Philip777
Joined On 11/16/2011 12:10:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m done with chase. Closing my accounts immediately.
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Nat
Joined On 11/10/2006 9:42:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can't think of words that describe just how despicable these companies and institutions are. There are people working for these

organizations and allowing these things to happen. There should be a lot of people Inding it hard to sleep at night.
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Valleygirl22
Joined On 1/18/2017 11:25:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, my friends, this is a diRcult day. Especially for Dr. Mercola, his team and their families. I have recently transferred to Chase with

my nest egg. It will be transferred it as soon as I Ind a convenient credit union. To all the incredible commenters, I always read you

despite not agreeing some of the time. I don’t always agree with Dr. Mercola at times. So? I am an independent. What that means to

me isalways consider everyone’s input in order to make my voting decisions. I strongly believe in the separation of church and state

that some of you don’t.

Reality has shown that there are forms of religion that are limited in their humanity, compassion and judgement. My family had

multiple religionsand all were respected and never questioned. Some regions have shown to be on the side of mankind that include all

folks when they deliver good will, donated foods& money, volunteer, and show up to their communities when needed. That is, at least

to me, is what religion and faith are to be. Please let us who appreciate Dr. Mercola and the other scientists and doctors who have

bravely spoken out against, and continue to speak out to government and media manipulation.

These last 3 years are proof that there’s too much being unanswered. It has cost lives, continues to do so. I am at the end of my time

here but know there will be books and data in the decades to come that will show how righteous and honorable these doctors were.

Please let us stay united with Dr. Mercola, his team and their families. Please listen to people like me that you strongly disagree with

on some issues. We can learn from each other for the sake of rightful progress.
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mjt11860
Joined On 1/6/2012 8:46:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

i also strongly believe in separation of church & state. there r those who want a theocracy & want to stone certain people to

death. i don't always agree with dr mercola (especially his views on vegetarianism), but i strongly support what he does. i think

we need start to boycotting those businesses that seek to silent & censor truth tellers.
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cja4563
Joined On 6/28/2020 5:28:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Goodbye Chase......you lost my biz. Just need a week or so to transfer and cancel.
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BigYetch
Joined On 1/5/2010 7:46:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thars EXACTLY what they want. The whole banking system is screwed. Do you not understand that closing Dr Ms accounts, like

Nigel Farage's in UK, the bankers knew it would create this reaction ? Its all part of the plan. Turn thenpeople against the banks.

They become unworkable " OVERNIGHT " ( think run on the bank ). Then the " organisers " will introduce digital currency also "

OVERNIGHT ".. and the people will be gratefull for saving them from the evil banksters " Did it no occur to you that introducing "

crypto " in the past was tantamount to forgery.....a henious crime in all countries because it could undermine their economy?

Been a war strategy for eons ! Lilke 9 11and jabajab; it was a test to see how the herd reacted so they could be more precise

with their cultural engineering. Working perfectly as these reactions demonstrate.
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deegarzain
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:02:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, I was wondering when it would start. I saw this information posted yesterday on Brighteon.com. I'm still using the bank, but I'm

also researching the digital option. It's confusing but under NO circumstances will I use the fed's CBDC system. For us it won't be easy,

but it can be done. For businesses it will be very diRcult. Well, 1984 is Inally here, sad. Prayers.
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richarddavey
Joined On 4/27/2013 10:20:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Old glory bank Oklahoma check it out.
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johnnymars
Joined On 8/29/2015 11:09:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think 1984 started in 1913, the birth of the evil cabal of Federal Reserve Banksters, and the biggest all-time, ongoing theft of

monetary value in history.
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The rotten toxic tree and it's wretched branches of tyranny are now bearing it's fruits across the lands. A great awareness must be

shouted from every corner of humanity. "They are coming for us all!" Sorry to see your became a very large target Dr. Joe.  This is

extremely serious for us all now.
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Xena00
Joined On 9/29/2021 8:01:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This can happen to any of us. Very concerning.
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prouddadof2
Joined On 6/23/2006 5:57:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sorry about this Doc. Let’s Ind or start a parallel banking system that is not beholden to the desires of the king.
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So I read a good portion of the comments: What are YOU ALL going to do? If you have an account with them are you going to close it? I

know closing a mortgage is too expensive. How about Credit Cards are you not going to use it again? Pay off the balance so no

interest or limited interest is paid to them then close the account? What are you gong to do? Write letters? Write an email? What? And

Dr. Mercola I am truly saddened by what has happened. But know there are many praying for resolution of this and for your staff. And

many will not take this lying down.  Many; for we have seen and asked what can happened to companies when we stand together!
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

C A Fitts of Solari.com (whom Mercola has interviewed on the subject of CBDC's, has been telling people for years now to bank

local and get to know your bank's oRcials and biz plan. This means independent banks and credits unions. CU's are safer as

indy banks can choose to merge with bigger banks, which tend to go the way of Chase.
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msp2688
Joined On 7/31/2021 6:06:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I already posted that I have a Chase card, haven't used it in years. Was just going to let it die when I got notice that I have to use

it or lose it, but now they are going to get a letter with my cancellation.  For the past 20 years, hubs and I have used local banks,

and will continue to do so.
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Ulrich0
Joined On 7/27/2023 6:00:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You probably know that Nigel Farage in UK had his account with Coutts Bank closed. It is worth a further mention. I suppose he is at

the opposite end of the political spectrum for you! Best wishes Ulrich
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Cat8063
Joined On 12/24/2017 6:58:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hopefully this will be litigated successfully. We have freedom of speech in this country. But if they are allowed to close accounts

without offering a reason, it.may be hard to prove.
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marmur
Joined On 4/16/2008 1:07:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do you really think we have freedom of speech? We have already lost most of it. See how Dr. Mercola's posts are banned after

48 hours? How he has had to move his opinions, facts, interviews out of the mainstream platforms?  It has been slowly been

removed for all of us.  They are doing it slowly and subtly, but it is obvious. During Covid Dr. Mercola was on the top 10 people

most wanted for "not telling the truth" and therefore was removed from social platforms. That is part of freedom of speech.  

Our beautiful country is in very dark and scary position and we are only a hair from losing it all.
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

An article in Epoch Times was posted on this yesterday. The outcry of people is immense with digust. Most are calling for people to

close out their accounts with Chase.  I hope it happens and wished I had account so I could close. I only have a credit card, hardly used

anymore. Sill close it. I will not use any Chase products ever again. Again not much but people we have to a stand. We have to no

matter what it costs us. We have to.
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uriahheep
Joined On 10/28/2010 4:44:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think "They" are testing the waters. They learned a lot from covid and how to deal with things, and you can be sure this is all

being monitored very closely. Two high proIle people, Farage and Mercola, both critical of the state have been targeted and

much made out of it. If this is what happens to them, what will happen to the 'little' people if they step out of line. The

groundwork is being laid, fear is being instilled, the sheep are being primed to 'baaaa' their compliance. We live in interesting

times.
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BigYetch
Joined On 1/5/2010 7:46:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are all being played. Do you not understand that closing Dr Ms accounts, like Nigel Farage's in UK, the bankers knew it

would create this reaction ? Its all part of the plan. Turn the people against the banks. They become unworkable " OVERNIGHT "

( think run on the bank ). Then the " organisers " will introduce digital currency also " OVERNIGHT ".. and the people will be
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( think run on the bank ). Then the " organisers " will introduce digital currency also " OVERNIGHT ".. and the people will be

gratefull for saving them from the evil banksters " Did it no occur to you that introducing " crypto " in the past was tantamount to

forgery.....a henious crime in all countries because it could undermine their economy? Been a war strategy for eons and yet is

was tollerated ! Lilke 9 11and jabajab; it was a test to see how the herd reacted so they could be more prexise with their cultural

engineering.
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Cadville2
Joined On 4/6/2017 11:44:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you live in Alberta, Canada, I only have one thing to say. Consider getting your money out of the big banks and have a look at Bow

Valley Credit Union. Only Albertans can bank there, unfortunately.
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ed4freedom
Joined On 7/27/2023 6:55:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How much autonomy do credit unions have in Canada from the federal government and their overreach? I live in Ontario and I've

started looking for a credit union that didn't close accounts during the freedom convoy but I wonder if push comes to shove,

would they capitulate and close accounts. I manage rental properties and asking tenants to pay cash every month is not going

to work.
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Vec7512
Joined On 6/22/2020 5:23:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When it comes to tech, Chase is one of the most insecure banks. I have to go to an insecure computer to pay them. They are

apparently unable to build a system that meets the HTML5 standard. All the other banks that I do business with are able to do that.
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BigYetch
Joined On 1/5/2010 7:46:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They obviously cant afford to...or is their another reason ? Do you not understand that closing Dr Ms accounts, like Nigel

Farage's in UK, the bankers knew it would create this reaction ? Its all part of the plan. Turn the people against the banks. They

become unworkable " OVERNIGHT " ( think run on the bank ). Then the " organisers " will introduce digital currency also "

OVERNIGHT ".. and the people will be gratefull for saving them from the evil banksters " Did it no occur to you that introducing "

crypto " in the past was tantamount to forgery.....a henious crime in all countries because it could undermine their economy?

Been a war strategy for eons ! Lilke 9 11and jabajab; it was a test to see how the herd reacted so they could be more prexise

with their cultural engineering.
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PKP
Joined On 1/28/2007 3:12:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sue them! Perhaps as a customer of yours I need to de-bank them before they de-bank me?
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Cadville2
Joined On 4/6/2017 11:44:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Agreed! Everyone needs to FLEE from banks like this.
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jam9139
Joined On 11/5/2018 8:59:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I read about this yesterday too. So terrible on many levels. Is there anything we can do for you all? Seems that if that legislation was

signed in May, that maybe there is some recourse? Will be praying for you all and the US
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Alldogsgotoheaven
Joined On 5/15/2016 5:35:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I do not know what to say. What kind of country/world are we living in? Dr. Mercola, you have warned us over and over and the time is

here.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 4:47:07 AM
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rexmagnum
Joined On 10/28/2013 1:16:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is outrageous and a list of banks that carry out debanking should be published . In the end it is the responsibility of state legislatures

to ensure it does not happen .

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 3:30:44 AM
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Esther3113
Joined On 7/27/2023 12:47:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Check out Nigel Farage in UK at GB News. Coutts bank did it to him They're sorry now. He's starting a,Web site.
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Esther3113
Joined On 7/27/2023 12:47:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Check out Nigel Farage in the UK. He's taking this on with tenacity. Coutts bank did same to him. He's starting a,Web site. There are

countless people. It's the communist invuence of China. Woke ideology. BANK STOCKS TUMBLED BECAUSE IF NIGEL IN UK.
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Esther3113
Joined On 7/27/2023 12:47:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nigel Farage’s Coutts accounts were closed in the UK. Watch all GB News videos and massive media exposure. Email Nigel yourself.

He is starting a Web site for assistance and the Dame Alison Rose resigned for her professional misconduct. You're nor in the UK but

same communist invuence and WEF invuence from Nazi background Klaus Schwab.
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Siggiem
Joined On 12/18/2022 8:31:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I saw this late last night on Brighton.com, Mike Adams brought this news, but see here the severity of the attack. Really disgusty

attack from the deep state that will in the end affect all of us in the west and gullible nations governors like Lula in Brazil and Nigeria

to name some big nations. Hope you will pull it through and please state how we can order in the future. Th very Best of luck.
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Gardenbear
Joined On 5/17/2012 7:19:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Darned Chase Bank! Now, after banking with them for decades, I am being forced to close all my accounts with them due to the

shoddy and immoral treatment of Dr. Mercola. I am so disgusted that they are also targeting the children. What a bunch of thugs!!

OBVIOUSLY politically motivated. We need laws that prevent banks and/or governments from seizing bank accounts from people just

because they disagree with their political views. I hope you sue them and I hope you win!
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ces7435
Joined On 6/19/2014 10:13:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Chase is absolutely corrupt. They've been Ined for their illegal practices. I'm shocked Mercola banked with such a corporation. You

should bank with a credit union or community bank. They offer full service and international service. Practice what you preach.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/29/2023 3:44:31 PM
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no1Spartan
Joined On 8/17/2011 4:56:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's time for an armed revolution, public trials and executions.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/28/2023 3:34:18 AM
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MannaFood
Joined On 9/7/2011 7:22:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We closed our Chase bank account about 6 years ago. I just had a bad feeling about Chase bank and I was always complaining about

them. It can be complicated when you've been with a bank for 25 years. Here's the steps we took: 1) We took most of our saving

account via a cashier's check and opened up an account at a local credit union. 2) We divided that money up and deposited half into a

savings account and half into checking. 3) Ordered checks and debit cards for new credit union accounts. 4) Once new checks and

debit cards arrive, we began to move auto payments over to new account. We were careful to move them one by one AFTER they were

withdrawn for that month so we had 4 weeks before it was due again.

We had a lot of those because all of our utilities, loans, home insurance and taxes were withdrawn from our bank account. 5) In the

interim, we wrote checks to cover the withdrawals from the new account. 6) Move Inancial deposits over to the new account one by

one. (employer, social security, pensions, etc. ** If you have tax refunds deposited, make sure the IRS has the NEW account number

when you Ile. 7) If you have a loan, credit card (with a balance) or mortgage with Chase, you'll want to keep the account open and

transition more slowly. Just keep a little money in there.

You don't want them to get mad and call your loan. In fact, I would not keep much money in any bank where I had a mortgage. Banks

are allowed to take every penny and apply it to the loan if they get into any trouble. Although, with FedNow, I don't know if it will make

any difference. I am not a Inancial expert. This is just what we did. Most credit unions will give you a list of things you need to do to

move all of your Inancial affairs over. They should have step by step directions on their web sites. I remember how happy we were to

be rid of Chase Bank. We went and had a nice dinner to celebrate.
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danielholeman
Joined On 6/19/2006 8:00:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Chase is not a good institution anyway. So bank with a credit union. They are always better in every way.
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nan68867
Joined On 7/30/2021 8:47:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Shut down Chase, people. Pass it on.
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.DanB.
Joined On 8/28/2012 11:31:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Prime Alliance Bank offers IntraFi Network Deposits, which gets around FDIC limits by distributing deposits among a network of

banks. Their savings interest rate is good too. Some other banks do this as well. There's also Impact Deposits Corp., which does this

with a network of over 200 FDIC-insured community banks. MaxSafe, offered by Wintrust, that distributes in up to 15 institutions. And

then there's Depositors Insurance Fund, for Massachusetts based banks, that may have branches elsewhere.
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IzzyKitty
Joined On 4/9/2020 10:54:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As soon as I pay my monthly bill I will cancel my Chase card
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rabarlament
Joined On 1/14/2021 8:35:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why wait cancel it now,and tell them why. Don’t worry the will Ind you to send you the balance Speaking from experience

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 5:56:31 PM
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Ingab51
Joined On 12/22/2020 1:27:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola: This is absolutely disgraceful. So VERY sorry you and your employees have been targeted in such a shameful way. Both

the Coutts & Nat West CEOs have now resigned;  we can but hope that Jamie Dimon does the same - although I'm not holding my

breath. Now extremely glad I closed my Chase accounts a few years ago. The battle lines are now drawing up..
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Darwina
Joined On 12/29/2022 2:54:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's shocking that people are now being debanked by association.  This is coming from China.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 5:17:09 PM
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pth888
Joined On 1/16/2013 10:42:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

bschec7 — You are correct that “The people who own banking, created Bolshevik Communism, Feminism, push the woke agenda.” Yes,

and they are also responsible many other evil things and conspiracies in the last 200 years, like world wars, invasions, and various

depopulation agendas, including these bioweapon injections, CDBCs and debanking strategies! You are implying that this is one

particular group. I explained in previous threads that historically the real blame for what was called “usury” ought to be pointed at all

the stupid greedy Christian kings and aristocracy who repeatedly used this non-Christian group, which was allowed in their faith to

“charge interest”, as their bankers. The following books by Ron Chernow, all thick and well researched, will give you a pretty good idea

of what REALLY happened in the last 200 years: 1) The Warburgs: The Twentieth-Century Odyssey of a Remarkable Jewish Family, 2)

The House of Morgan: An American Banking Dynasty and the Rise of Modern Finance, 3) Titan: The Life of John D.

Rockefeller, Sr., 4) Tragedy and Hope: A History of the World in Our Tim by Carroll Quigley, is of course the quintessential book and you

will be surprised to learn that modern “banksters” are of a different variety. Professor Quigley was one Irst to academically expose the

secrets of banking and Inance, see — www.corbettreport.com/meet-carroll-quigley
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and1515
Joined On 9/21/2021 6:08:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

AVOID Companies with the "BEAM" Logo. "BEAM" helps funnel money to horrid organizations. They carefully vet the companies they
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partner with, so be careful where you spend your money, you could be funding ilk. Dr Mercola, you are the best and we've got your

back!! Love your products, your opinions, research, and stance on so many topics. God bless you!
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LSquare
Joined On 7/13/2019 4:12:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hmm, this is weird. Jamie Dimon, the Chase CEO, is a Democrat, but more of the dying, old school, reasonable Democrats, so I have a

hard time believing that he would approve of this nonsense, especially since I don't think that he's huge fan of Slo, Dirty Joe. And, this

is probably more as payback for giving RFK Jr a non-judgmental forum than for Dr M's personal opinions. It'll be known why...in time. I

do know that I'm not for censoring or deplatforming any law-abiding citizen, whether it's some far left radical extremist, or some right

wing nut. And, not to jam my religion down someone's throat, because I don't like it when the climate cultists do it, but for those of you

sitting on the fence wondering if there is a God, the Apostle John predicted this >2,000 years ago: "...will not be able to buy or sell

without the mark of the Beast".

So, why Jamie Dimon, or anyone else wants to so openly and blatantly align themselves with Satan, willingly or not, is extremely

perplexing or telling. The even bigger question is what will you (or I) do when confronted with the choice of either denying God or

being able to live in relative comfort? It's easy to answer when it's only a theoretical question. Not so easy when you have a spouse,

young children, or other family that relies upon you.

Pray strong my friends! ************************************************ To Rabarlament: I'm 15 years younger than you, and share

your sentiments. I often say, even in my comments here, that I'm so glad that this life is only a temporary one. All too short in some

ways, and way too long in others. I hope and pray that I would act with conviction if we are in end-times, but realize how hard it would

be to walk away from everything that we've worked so hard for. I guess knowing that it all came from God should make it easier to do

so. Peace to you.
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rabarlament
Joined On 1/14/2021 8:35:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I,m 68 and everything which has come down in the last three years has taken away my belief in fellow mankind . I no longer

have the desire to live a long life on this sordid earth. we are surrounded by the walking dead whomhave become nothing more

than an extension of their virtual devices.They ( my adult children ) have already taken the mark.They are an extension of their

devices and believe everything legacy news feeds them. I pray my God takes me before I deny my faith.Starving to death and or

being imprisoned makes me wonder if I would cave & take the mark.I think not but it’s easy to say when I currently have a full

belly. I pray everyday day for trust ,faith,and love & and I know I am heard May the peace of zgod be with you
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VitaminD10
Joined On 3/9/2019 8:37:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Never forget that the federal reserve is 100% illegal and prohibited by the constitution. It’s neither federal nor has any reserves. It’s

owned by counterfeiters who create credit and charge you invation. Basically they steal and are criminals!
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dianeelrod72
Joined On 7/5/2012 9:52:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just cancelled my Chase account.
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rabarlament
Joined On 1/14/2021 8:35:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Me too and I told them why
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Gwyncann
Joined On 7/20/2012 8:36:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Get in touch with Governor de Santis.
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hope DeSantis makes this a campaign rant. I am serioushe would get. A lot of miles out this and honestly let for then everyone

would know about Chase and other banks.
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MauricioJr
Joined On 9/25/2017 6:15:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My God, plus this persecution in the life of Dr. Mercola. The system attacks from every possible side, by every means they have control

over.
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galegalek
Joined On 9/28/2014 5:34:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think this is a case of not your loss but their loss. Don't forget who their CEO was visited Epstein Island several times not your loss.

And yet The saga of taking away our freedoms continues.
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anncabrid
Joined On 3/2/2012 5:48:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ok, folks, we really need to do our homework on how to avoid being tricked into FedNow which is the mechanism which is already in

effect that will funnel you into cbdcs by your bank. You have to watch out to see these sly maneuvers. Please watch Lynette Zang from

ITM Trading explain how it is being done. Watch out for a letter from your bank. (Sorry if this does not come through as a link; it is

important to watch this, so please copy and paste.) www.youtube.com/watch
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whiteowl1
Joined On 2/17/2009 11:43:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This was an incredibly risky act for JP Morgan Chase. The consequences for all banking families (Rockefeller, Rothschild etc.) may

seem negligible but they are not. You can have an illegal, louche business model if you are very powerful and lay low. When you raise

your head in this manner you make your family and your business model a target which will be toppled. The Mercola debacle could

only have been initiated out of a state of great fear.
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resonnant
Joined On 6/20/2006 6:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Always follow the money. I'm done with Chase
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blairiy
Joined On 9/14/2022 5:59:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Reminds me of my wrong think getting me kicked off Fascist Book. Fact, the Kentucky judicial system was considering the death

penalty for the guy who ambushed and snipered 5 police oRcers, killing 3 and their K9 in our neighbor county.  My short comment on

another persons post that I endorsed the judicial consideration of the death penalty, was contrary to the FB *** group think approval. I

suspect we’ll see more of this, not less.
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Merc22
Joined On 11/6/2022 8:37:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My Irst very selIsh thoughts from reading this article.....oh my gosh, what to do without Mercola products!! Please keep us updated

on what we can do for you.
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One word; Persecution!
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BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET
Joined On 9/3/2021 4:31:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That is the word and the word which implicates those who persecute the most in history.....governments and the "Whore who

rides the beast", "Mystery Babylon". Her history, led by the dragon possessed "little horn", is the persecutor of the people....the

one who devours the whole world.
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET Indeed! Babylon the Great, false religion, in all it's guises has been the biggest persecutor of

them all.
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear Dr. Mercola, I am so sorry you are being targeted for being honest, but this appears to be the case with so many who are using

their eyes and brains and arriving at different conclusions to that the MSM clones are putting out to the general public. We all need to

stand Irm, hold on to the truths we perceive, support each other where possible and we also need to use our imaginations to Ind

other paths to take in order to ride out this wave of dystopia with which the mentally challenged are confronting us. May you Ind the

best path for yourself and family and all those who rely on the functioning of your company. Blessings to you and all your staff and

families...you have the spiritual support of millions!!!
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eri7622
Joined On 5/26/2021 10:23:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We are so sorry for all that has happened to you and all those connected to you! Injustice is rampant!! We buy your products and read

your articles because we trust you!! You are good people!! Evil is coming down and your vindication is sure! God is not mocked!!! A

time of reaping is coming!! Thank you for standing Irm!!!
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josephunger
Joined On 2/15/2012 6:52:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I will never do business with Chase. Thanks for helping uncover their true colors.
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gmk1059
Joined On 7/27/2023 6:56:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is horrible and disgusting.  There is no basis for what has occurred to you, your family, your employees and their families.  The

same thing happened to my wife and me with Citibank in 2017.  No reasons given. No explanations.  Citibank’s attorneys and CEO

refuses to provide details or explanations.  The Federal regulations and regulators allow the banks to do this with no recourse or

remedy for their victims.  To stop it, the regulations must be changed. And a system of quick arbitration if disputes must be

implemented to allow for quick resolution of complaints against offending banks. Thanks
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aliciaha32gmail.com
Joined On 1/25/2021 11:53:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow, eerily similar to what my brother in law experienced with Citibank last year. He transferred a sizable amount of money to

his Citibank account from a BOA investment account, a bank to bank transaction that he spoke with Citibank reps about

beforehand and as soon as he began to pay some his international vendors for his business as he had informed Citibank he

would be doing, and was approved prior to, they froze his accounts with vague explanation, refused to send the rest of the

money back to BOA where it came from and told him it would be at least 60-90 days before they could issue a paper check to

him while they "investigated." They failed to produce any evidence of wrong doing and after 3 months he Inally received his

check but caused him many problems and lost income for his business as a result.
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sun99441
Joined On 6/26/2022 11:54:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The way they are targeting not only Dr Mercola, but also his company and his employees, and HIS EMPLOYEES KIDS makes me

think they are trying to make an example of him to scare everyone else that might want to speak out.
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UnpleasantPeasant
Joined On 1/16/2023 2:07:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Bank local, wait don't bank local you'll lose everything over 250k, just kidding only businesses have over 250k" The Federal Reserve's

not federal, and there are no reserves.. and Desantis is just another politician, so why continue to pretend any different.. ya can't solve

the problem of government with more government, just a bunch of creeps selling out the peasants and looking out for themselves.

And we already get retaliated against for wrongthink all the time. Dystopia's been here for awhile now.

People would just rather distract themselves with raising little mini-me's who get to grow up to be tax slaves and ingest a credit card's

worth of microplastics each week just to suffer an existence that they spend most of their time trying to escape from because life

sucks and misery lives company, besides who's gonna wipe yer butt when yer old right, and a legacy of poverty and chronic illness is

surely better than no legacy at all, people have pride ya know.
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hisgarness
Joined On 6/19/2006 9:06:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Love your logo.  My next t-shirt.  My most current "I identify as non-Bidenary" on the front and "CONVID ~ Inject First ~ Think

Later" on the back.  Best way I know to educate lemmings.
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reg5821
Joined On 8/11/2019 12:13:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You offend one righteous person you offend all of them. Will never have anything to do with Chase again. Local credit unions.
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johnnymars
Joined On 8/29/2015 11:09:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Local credit unions are a bit better, but still practice fractional reserve banking, a legal form of fraud. Deposits are insured by

NCUA, but only 2% of all CU assets are covered! www.youtube.com/watch
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DiaTrig
Joined On 2/5/2021 2:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm so sorry this is happening to you Dr Mercola! You are a hero in these times. Chase have again shown their true colours, as they

were bound to do. It is time to set up a separate banking system, one that can handle the coming future - it would quickly become the

most popular bank on earth...perhaps something to consider...
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stated the same; I agree. Should be a credit union.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I gave up a while back on trying to avoid the big banks. I always used local banks. Every time I found a good one it would get bought

out. This happened 4 times over a 15 year period. I Inally gave up after my last bank got bought out twice and ended up with BOA. It

sucks!
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Longrunner
Joined On 4/17/2021 9:36:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Try a credit union? Members are owners and share in proIts. We have a business account with one and get money back.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Since the mid-1970s, two corporations - Vanguard and Blackrock - have gobbled up most of the world's business, effectively

destroying the competitive marketplace on which America's strength has been based, leaving only false fronts. Vanguard and

BlackRock are the principal owners of four of the six largest media companies that control 90 percent of the mass messaging

on TV, in newspapers and on ALL social media platforms, and run the major media websites. "news" and "Covid". Ind when you

search Google or go to YouTube for information. These tycoons own 1,600 US companies and are the ones who inform the

world about the "safety and eRcacy" of the fake vaccine. The global economy may be the greatest illusion trick ever pulled in

the eyes of people around the world.

To understand what's really going on, watch Tim Gielen's hour-long documentary, "MONOPOLY: Who Owns the World?" (link). As

Gielen, who narrates the Ilm, points out, a handful of mega-corporations—private investment Irms—dominate every aspect of

our lives; everything we eat, drink, wear or use in one way or another. These investment Irms are so huge that they control the

vow of money around the world. So how does this scheme work? Although there seem to be hundreds of brands competing in

the market, such as Russian dolls, the larger parent companies own multiple smaller brands. In reality, all packaged food

brands, for example, are owned by a dozen larger parent companies. www.youtube.com/watch
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sco3869
Joined On 3/2/2017 8:01:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Disgusting
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my_RNA_DNA
Joined On 4/26/2021 9:21:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All big banks are traitors to the country and run by parasites.
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Lou321
Joined On 8/18/2022 5:05:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Use cash....sponsor small businesses...store physical silver....use cripto....don't buy from China....use small banks.... ELECT HONEST

POLITICIANS.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lou, that is so funny! Honest politicians.
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mercola_reader
Joined On 11/17/2008 2:39:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The worldwide rules about freedom and their concequincies www.youtube.com/watch  Dr you are not allone as you see. This is the

future of free speech and discrimination for people for people. Criminals have taking the power in the world.
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mjt11860
Joined On 1/6/2012 8:46:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

looks like i won't b doing any business with Chase, ever again. reminds me of a taylor swift song.
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win5292
Joined On 7/10/2017 5:56:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So i just logged into my chase account. (If your going to sensor Dr Mercola). I will no longer be able to use my account. Go woke go

broke F JD.
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tanya_marquette
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:37:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is not surprising as the government has used money to go after people of a criminal nature for decades. This about the MaIa

brought down with tax evasion charges. Claiming things like money laundering is not used it seems to shut a down a persons ability to

function including their ability to speak out. The idea is to cut off the head of a movement and the body will falter and die. Typical

tactic in Movements for social justice and against racism for decades in this country. One of the goals is to wear people down

energetically and Inancially as they Ight case after case of these abuses. The government knows it will lose most of them but the

time and costs to the people abused is a very heavy load.

If they can bankrupt people and wear them down they feel they have won. My biggest issue here is people attacking others as liberals

in condescending ways. This is especially bothersome as many people on the left, progressives are very opposed to these totalitarian

tactics and they are quite aware of the WEF and its fascist goals. If you support Kennedy, and it seems many here do, hear him clearly

when he talks about people learning to hear each other and Igure out the ways to work together. It is one of his biggest talking points

that he learned growing up in a top political family. BTW, I thought Mercola got his accounts back--that is what his customer support

told me a couple of days ago
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contactvioletyahoo.com
Joined On 8/22/2022 12:34:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is really scary and it is happening world wide and not just to those that are in the health Ield. By terminating our bank accounts

they are terminating our very existence. The whole world runs on money. The place we live, the food we eat, the clothes we wear, our

travels, everything we do or own depends on our being able to use money. We have been lulled by the eronous belief that if we own it

then we are safe and secure but now we know how false it is. We have also thought that we because we spouted about freedom of

speech, freedom of choice and democracy we actually had it. Hah! Well we were wrong on all counts. We are just begining to notice

how wrong we were and how much danger we are in and how helpless we are. Life and the world as we know it will fall apart. What can

we do about it? It is beyond my understanding. Who and what are we Ighting against is the biggest issue here. There is tge big picture

and tge little picture.
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astragale
Joined On 9/18/2021 9:37:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You're right. Many millions realized in 2020 that western governments have gone rogue. They serve the WEF billionaire club and

absolutely not The People. They're trying to crush their opponents using technology, censorship, jail, de-banking, CBDCs, social

credit, "emergency" measures & of course all the media they own. Many are probably still disorientated - we didn't think our own

governments would turn on us so ferociously. But they have. We do need to remember though that the villains are relatively few.

They control masses of wealth and much of society, it's true. But they are nevertheless relatively few in number.  And we are,

across the world, BILLIONS!  If they can clamp us all down with their technology and their jails, they'll win, at least for a time. But

if we oppose them - in our billions - we can throw them out and restore some sanity and freedom.
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eeva1215
Joined On 8/6/2021 1:05:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, the persecution you bear exceeds the endurance of 100 men, yet you endure it with grace and always with your fellow

man in mind. I hope you know how much you are appreciated by all who follow your work. I will no longer be using my Chase Slate

card. These people disgust me to say the least.
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Pedant
Joined On 12/29/2009 3:31:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This debanking has spread from the U.K. A politically active chap Nigel Farage who is Inancially well based, had his account shut

down by Coutts, the Royals bank there, without any reason. After about three months Nigel Farage got the better of them. Coutts are

owned by NatWest Bank who have 19 million customers. On Tuesday of this week the CEO of NatWest had to resign and yesterday the

CEO of Coutts also had to resign and there are calls for the Chairman and Board of Natwest to resign. Nigel Farage, now a presenter

on GB.News, has received hundreds of emails from people who have also been debanked. On Monday he is launching a campaign to

insist that the UK Government make the practice of debanking illegal except in the case of criminal activity having been identiIed.

Members of the government are already supporting him as well as members of the opposition. Anyone wanting to contact Nigel

Farage can email; farage@gbnews.com You will Ind GBNews broadcasts repeated on YouTube. People to watch are Dan Wootton,

Nigel Farage, Jacob Rees-Mogg MP and Neil Oliver, all speak the truth unlike the BBC that now trots out the government narrative; they

lie by omission. Neil Oliver's monologues are especially worth listening to; he has a Scottish accent.
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jud547
Joined On 7/1/2011 10:29:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Crowd funding anyone for a future court case. This is horrifying, it has made me very emotional, I wish I could help but I,m not sure

how. I will look into my bank in the UK (Santander) maybe Ind a smaller bank.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How the hell does a bank know who a depositor works for if they just have an account and no loans? And how the hell would they

know who their children are with separate accounts opened at different times?
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Close to 500 comments. I certainly hope the Dr. Mercola reads some of them or at least his staff. This make my heart leap to read the

righteous anger coming out. Use it, do something. And thank you to al who have cancelled the accounts at Chase that they can. When

we stand together, we make a difference. Yesterday Budweiser laid off hundreds of workers. Yes I am so sorry for those who are. BUT,

they didn’t apologize at their blunder and continued to support blantantly the whole woke agenda. They have reaped what they have

sown.
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dr.silkworth
Joined On 8/14/2012 12:09:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just remembered something very important. About two years ago or so Jamie Dimon, the CEO of Chase threatened all Chase

employees with termination if they didn’t get vaccinated by Monday morning, no joke, I believe the exact quote was. “IF YOU’re NOT

VACCINATED, DONT BOTHER SHOWING UP FOR WORK ON MONDAY MORNING”
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medpub
Joined On 3/26/2013 7:11:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All banks are following the order of the BIS. Now who owns the BIS?
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What an absolute travesty that this bank would break the law and direct the malfeasance at Dr. Mercola and staff. JP Morgan Chase

Bank, 1615 Del Prado Blvd S Cape Coral, FL 33990 Phone: (239) 257-6034 I haven’t been able to locate an email for the branch. But I

had a Chase credit card when I lived in the states and this is deInitely worthy of a stamp or two to register my disgust with their

discrimination. I am also going to contact Governor Ron DeSantis and request that he make an example of JP Morgan Chase Bank at

the earliest opportunity via the appropriate charges and put to trial asap. This is Governor DeSantis URL:

www.vgov.com/executive-oRce-of-the-governor
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bcollins77
Joined On 2/10/2013 1:03:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

anyone that has Chase accounts, needs to call CEO'S oRce & contradict this action as it is IN VIOLATION OF FDIC!!! PLUS you need to

Ile complaint AND call FDIC --- this is in VIOLATION OF ABA rules!!!!!!  In addition - REMOVE, CLOSE ALL CHASE ACCTS --- they are a

crappy, NON-American corp!!!!!!!!!!
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uneamie
Joined On 2/16/2010 8:25:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I use TD bank....it's headquarters are in Canada but they bought Commerce Bank here in the US several years ago. Great bank.
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alicewanlawson
Joined On 9/25/2014 4:52:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's not just a "good idea" to cancel Chase, it is imperative to do so. They can do this to harmless people while turning a blind eye on

pedos, then where do we stand as bystanders on moral grounds? On the topic of "harmless", Dr Mercola has been a big voice on health

subjects for a long time, and on the Covid subject for the past few years. He has been attacked many times by the powers-that-be,

using various channels. He is their enemy because he speaks TRUTH and also gives us true remedial advices. Joe Rogan only talks to

people when he gets a nod from above. Think deeper people!! Btw, RFKJr says he will follow the WHO & CDC plandemic plans. Very

few people heard it. Did you? And.....he's not anti-vaxx. Ooops.
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Agreed imperative is the right word. Unfortunately many cannot afford to reInance mortgages; for they have a very low rate and

to reInance is to Inance at a much higher one. But the rest, pull your money out of the bank. I don’t have one, but let’s create a

run on Chase banks everywhere.AND post this on every platform you are on.
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cneash
Joined On 4/7/2010 7:21:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Seriously, they won't do business with the top source of alternative medical information, but they will fund Jeffrey Epstein and child

traRcking. I never used that bank, but will tell my friends to quit it. I hope they gave you your money back at least.
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Raydawn
Joined On 8/25/2014 9:18:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OMG! I guess this treatment doesn't come as a surprise. It looks like a law suit waiting to happen. This should open the eyes of none

believers. Decentralized banking is very necessary.
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idruid
Joined On 8/16/2016 10:47:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Keep in mind that in Maoist China if you were considered anticommunist or anti-Maost or antistate, your family and family

connections were immediately implicated as well and dragged out onto the street and publicly executed. China is now the model the

rest of the world is being moulded into so we can see the connections of that kind of thinking and treatment.  Check out Patrick M

Woods website where he has his six part series regarding Brzezinski's and J D Rockefeller's trip to China in the '70s to engineer that

county into a Technocratic direction. I believe at that time Brzezinski also wrote "Between Two Ages - America's Role in the

Technetronic Era". The 1920s-30s Technocracy movement obviously never disappeared, it was just put on hold. We can also see the

inInite patience this festering cancer on civilasation has.
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idruid
Joined On 8/16/2016 10:47:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We need to keep in mind that "our" banks are owned and controlled by a hand-full of investment Irms that are ultimately owned by and

controlled by Vanguard and their ilk. Their ultimate aim is the Chinese model. We can't win within their system playing their game. As a

number of Dr Mercola's guests have pointed out we need to create an independent system outside their system. One that exists

already is the LETS (Local Exchange Trading System) and CES (Community Exchange System). It was started in and is vourishing in

Africa and has pulled communities in that country out of poverty.

It replaces money with credits (BARTS) and the community basically barter for goods and services. There are quite a few LETS groups

here in Australia that have been going for quite a few decades. The local Waldorf (Steiner) School was created and built by a LETS

community using minimal money - its students are snapped up by universities. I recently (2020) joined a local LETS group when I saw

the writing on the wall and it has grown somewhat over the ensuing couple years.

We're basically laying the groundwork with community gardens and other skills and activities (nurses and other skilled folk who had to

resign are Inding work within LETS). It is slow, but as people wake up and start looking, we're there. Google "Local Exchange Trading

Scheme" to Ind a local group or get friends together and start your own. It won't solve immediate situations as Dr Mercola

experienced above, but it will help keep your head together as you work on solutions which we know will be needed with other like

minded folk.
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all8759
Joined On 8/16/2021 6:17:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My husband and I have virted with ditching Chase for a few years. He hates their stances on so many issues, guns, political donations,

gaslighting and now this bullshit attack on Dr. Mercola and his employees. We are immediately launching a search for a bank in Texas

that isn’t knee deep in the cabal planning to destroy our lives.
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tonybird
Joined On 8/27/2021 12:11:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It’s time to get your money out of all big banks. The reason is have low LCR ratios. Typically the best banks with high LCR ratios are

small, local banks and Credit Unions. In short, LCR ratio means Liquity Coverage Ratio. The government requires banks to have 30

days of liquidity which equates to 6% LCR. Local banks and Credit Unions will tell you what their ratio is and is likely 55 and higher.

That means they are signiIcantly safer than big banks are very eager for your business. Wake up, educate yourself because with the

government’s move to digital currency your options are going to be much more limited. Wake Up! Get out of big banks now!
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spaunman55
Joined On 4/2/2023 12:56:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It would appear the 'silent majority' now has a job to do. (i.e, Bud Lite, Jason Aldean, etc). If you are a Chase customer...You know what

you must do.
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deb7266
Joined On 5/21/2021 11:00:26 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Taking my money out of Chase. Even if I was not supportive of Mercola, which I am, it is just plain scary that they would do this.
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marinamart
Joined On 7/18/2006 6:36:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Are they conIscating funds when they close the bank accounts? Do they just close the accounts and keep the money, or do they issue

a check to give you back your deposits?
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deb7266
Joined On 5/21/2021 11:00:26 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He is allowed to transfer the money to other banks. But in Great Britain, they did the same thing to Nigel Farage, and so far 8

other banks have turned him down.
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San11124
Joined On 4/19/2018 2:15:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When I was involved with a talk radio network my partners account closed by Chase with no reason and that was several years ago
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paral04
Joined On 4/17/2008 2:19:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Didn't they pass a law here that you can't cancel someone's business for political reasons? Anyway, it is restraint of trade. Anyone who

has an account with Chase needs to close it. Tell you realtives and friends to do the same. This is war!
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rabarlament
Joined On 1/14/2021 8:35:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cancelled my account yesterday Dr Mercola is taking the hit today but it will be us tomorrow I wake up everyday and wonder what

country I m pretending to be free in They are coming after God help us
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kayasred
Joined On 1/15/2008 10:39:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Will close out my Chase account  !  Hopefully more will follow .
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Shari.C
Joined On 11/27/2011 8:24:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If everyone who reads this closes their bank account with Chase if they have one, perhaps Chase will get the message that we won’t

tolerate this kind of tyranny.
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LDOriole
Joined On 6/21/2021 9:21:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well...it didn't bounce back: jamie.dimon@jpmchase.com. Had a few words to say. Credit cards are going to be cancelled.
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dr.silkworth
Joined On 8/14/2012 12:09:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wasn’t it Dimon at Chase that threatened ALL HIS CHASE EMPLOYEES to “get vaccinated, or don’t bother coming in to work

Monday morning”????
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Greebo
Joined On 8/10/2020 12:14:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Apparently this is a bank owned by enemies of the US & its people. I am surprised there is not a standard for ethical practice they are

legally required to follow to be allowed to conduct a banking service. It is certainly a type of vicious slander to claim there is reason to

refuse your business without giving you an opportunity to defend yourself, or even know what heinous crime they suspect you of,;

especially when it is supposed to apply even to the children of the supposed offenders. How heinous must that sort of crime be?

Refusing to do business with you is one thing, but maintaining that it is because of some undisclosed serious offense is something

else entirely. I hope that you are able to sue them into oblivion & save other citizens from such vicious treatment. Hopefully a good

lawyer can advise you about this. It may be particularly diRcult now, as this appears to be part of a war effort to silence US citizens &

more easily take their government from them. They may receive a lot of support from "our", already inIltrated & hijacked, government

agencies.

Apparently these mega-banks did not get as huge as they are by being beneIcent service-oriented businesses. Taking your business

to smaller banks, if they are more trustworthy, may be a far better prospect. We need to have banks that are not part of the takeover

plans for our Nation. Hopefully, you will Ind a good one. I am so sorry that this is happening to you & I hope you will receive a lot of

excellent help to deal with it.
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Largo_di
Joined On 6/19/2006 6:44:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear Dr. Mercola, I have just sent off to my U.S. Representative, Anna Paulina Luna, here in Florida in my district, an email regarding

this. I live in Pinellas County. I have included a PDF of this article and am requesting that she sponsor a bill that will not allow banks to

just shut down accounts for no good reason, violating your freedom of speech and First Amendment rights. Chase, I'm sure, doesn't

like what you have written about the CBDC's. From what I have read, there are those in the UK who are attempting to institute such a

law there as a result of Nigel Farage's accounts being shut down for no reason.  I would urge those here in the U.S. to also send an

email off to their U.S. Representative with a PDF copy of this article and tell them that this political targeting by banks such as Chase

cannot be allowed.
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johnnymars
Joined On 8/29/2015 11:09:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Banking 101: Almost all banks practice fractional reserve, a legal form of fraud. When you deposit your money, the bank keeps less

than 10% of in their vault, gives you some security and a pittance of interest, and then lends out or invests the rest, creating money

that does not exist except as ones and zeroes on a screen. If all of the depositors went to the bank on the same day and demanded

their money, the bank would close its doors, and they would be SOL until the bank was able to get all their loans and investments back.

Banks can get 5% interest on YOUR money from the Treasury, but the give you less than 1% interest. Banks tell you that your money is

insured up to $250,000, BUT the FDIC and NCUA only have enough money to cover less than 2% of all deposits! So where can they get

money when everybody is demanding it? FROM PEOPLE'S DEPOSITS! IT'S LEGAL FRAUD, EVEN IN THIS COUNTRY. Research bank

bail-ins.
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memoryathlete
Joined On 12/3/2022 12:39:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message
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This sounds about right. There's no way there's enough legal tender available if everyone wanted to cash-out and put everything

they had in a vault at home in the form of currency. It all goes back to resources and energy. Many people don't realize cash is

composed of a lot of cotton, and cotton is (at least according to the globalists) high-energy and not "green." Is it any wonder why

100 percent cotton clothes have all but disappeared or are hard to Ind?  I don't even think many people realize this country

operates on Iat currency, which means it's backed by nothing. Rick, the host of Pawn Stars, noted that the longest any

organized country or so-called "democracy" has lasted, going by history, after its money was no longer backed by anything (like

gold) has been about 50 years. The U.S. abandoned the gold standard in 1971. Yikes.
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marmur
Joined On 4/16/2008 1:07:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola I think this has to do with the Interview you posted of "How Central Bankers Rule the World". Prof Richard Werner, author of

"Princes of Yen - Japan's Central Bankers and the Transformation of the Economy" and "The Fat Emperor Podcast".  Dr. Mercola why

don't you start exactly what Michael Werner has started through his Local FIrst which provides communities with the know how to

create and set up local community banks.  Please Dr. Mercola you have the power to start this. Do it! We will follow! I found that

interview incredible and you brought it to light! It is exactly what is happening and why they closed your accounts NOW!
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Barbara Dyjak
Joined On 6/19/2006 6:59:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is par for the course with Chase. That's why so many people are switching to Old Glory Bank. Old Glory Bank, formerly known as

First State Bank, was established in 1903, and on December 27, 1907, became the Irst bank to be issued a charter from the Oklahoma

State Banking Department. Even with 120 years of banking history, Old Glory Bank’s glory days are ahead of us. We’re delivering

old-school values with new-school technology to give you the best banking experience. We are making history, together with our

valued customers, by declaring that banking in America should be safe from cancel culture.
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johnnymars
Joined On 8/29/2015 11:09:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They are nice sentiments, but does Old Glory practice fractional reserve, also known as legal fraud?
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_Tn1s_
Joined On 6/18/2021 3:11:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Old Glory Bank is just a feel-good more-of-the-same. As @johnnymars pointed out, it's still fractional reserve banking.

FURTHERMORE, from Old Glory Bank's website, I submit the following evidence with my commentary in brackets: 1.

"IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT PROCEDURES FOR OPENING A NEW ACCOUNT - To help the government Ight the funding

of terrorism and money laundering activities, federal law requires all Inancial institutions to obtain, verify, and record

information that identiIes each person who opens an account. "What this means for you: When you open an account, we will

ask for your name, address, date of birth, and other information that will allow us to identify you.

We may also ask to see your driver's license or other identifying documents." [There's always that blanket "funding of terrorism"

and "money laundering" rhetoric. The government and the banksters will lump anything they want into those categories,

including selling supplements and refusing to take a vaccine.] 2. "How can Old Glory Bank be FDIC insured and still protect me

from federal overreach? Of course, Old Glory Bank will absolutely comply with lawful orders, including, for example, a

garnishment to pay child support and lawful requirements to report your income. We will never be a bank for criminals or

support criminal activity.

Just the opposite. We believe in the rule of law and the U.S. Constitution. Therefore, if a government oRcial requests that we

punish or cancel you for lawfully attending a protest, we will not comply. If there is a request to punish or cancel you for

conducting lawful business, that request will be unlawful, and we will not comply." [So, you can attend a protest. While a child

support garnishment at least has a court order behind it, it's guaranteed that if Old Glory Bank receives a "Notice of Levy" (a

sloppy, unsigned note) from the IRS, it will cave in and hand over your property without due process of law (i.e. without a court

order).]
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YerJamminMe
Joined On 1/7/2022 7:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ima blue collar type dude, and hate to say why is everyone still hanging on to these guys? Weren't they involved in shutting down

accounts that didn't belong in DC on Jan 6? Maybe it was Cap1, but methinks it was these guys. Look into Old Glory bank. I don't bank

much, but they are right wing. I try to use Discover for now personally.
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Speaking of Banks & for those who are unaware, Bank of America, soon after the events of January 6th, shared conIdential

information about their patrons with federal agents regarding their whereabouts in the DC area on that day - most likely through credit

card purchases. I wish I could say that I am kidding, but I am not.
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Johnogen
Joined On 8/4/2021 9:28:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Paypal did this to me over a year ago. They froze my account and I had a few dollars in it too that I couldn't get out until just recently.

Still frozen to this day. I called many times and no one will give me a reason why. All I can think of was I donated to the Canadian

truckers during the Covid strike. But I didn't use Paypal for that.
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jintampa1
Joined On 8/23/2015 2:40:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CHASE SUCKS BIG TIME. They allowed 2 FRAUDULENT charges for more than $1,000 to be charged to my account. Despite being a

decade's-long customer, and Despite my disputing those FRAUDULENT changes,, they sided with the scumbag business. I have a

business checking account still with them but , I am closing it and my credit card. Any CEO that was buddies with Jeffrey Epstein,, is

incapable of running an honest organization.
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Bil23438
Joined On 9/8/2018 7:34:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please support COS Convention of States a national movement to call a convention under Article V of the United States Constitution,

restricted to proposing amendments that will impose Iscal restraints on the federal government, limit its power and jurisdiction, and

impose term limits on its oRcials and members of Congress. We the people have to take back control of our government before they

destroy us. Article V of the constitution gives us that right. The dems hate this and are trying to stop it.

conventionofstates.com/?gclid=CjwKCAjwq4imBhBQEiwA9Nx1BgJMtrhTxVV5SuAb..
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Followed the link. Thank you.
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MtAnnie
Joined On 11/19/2022 2:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

God Bless you and your staff Dr. Mercola! Thank you for changing the world with information and Ighting for life and truth. We

appreciate you!
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esl3063
Joined On 5/15/2022 7:39:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is a very cruel blow to Dr. Mercola and his employees and their families. Please know there are Freedom People trying to push

back against this malicious propaganda from coast to coast here in Canada. I know that if we could only get the message out more

broadly, we'd be winning hands down. Please know that us awake Canadians from Vancouver, BC are thinking of you and our fellow

American Freedom Thinkers. We send love and good blessings your way.
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pzdrake
Joined On 6/3/2011 10:20:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’ve been looking to close my Chase account for several months now. This has just kicked me into action. I’m going to withdraw most

of my funds from Chase. My problem is... where to now? I understand gold and silver may be the best way to go, but what about credit

unions? Are they even safe?
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Consider Old Glory Bank, founded by Larry Elder, Dr. Ben Carson, & (former) Governor of Oklahoma, Mary

Fallin...https://oldglorybank.com/
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roy9295
Joined On 5/24/2017 3:17:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank You Dr. Mercola!!!! Not only are you giving us health you are helping expose the criminal banks among us!!!! I will do what I can

to get the message out there to boycott chase bank. I will also make sure I order as much of your amazing products as I can!!!
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nan5159
Joined On 6/2/2017 4:39:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

First of all Dr. Mercola, you have my sympathy. Secondly, you have many comments here of support! This is really real now, Chase

along with BofA and Wells Fargo have friends in government and industry, revealed by the bailouts of 2008. This behavior cements

what is known about the power of big HARMA (as Pierre Kory calls it) and it’s terrifying. And they can’t have this power without the

sanction of the govt. This isn’t just Orwellian, it’s 1984. OMG, fears coming true.
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So sorry. I love your products and purchase them as much as I possibly can. I hope your business is thriving and you can have a good

relationship with another bank. If my bank shut me down I would be devastated, I would lose a whole $23!
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gin9762
Joined On 7/19/2019 8:31:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hope Dr. Mercola is able to sue them for discrimination or at least make them show the evidence of "unexpected activity" whatever

that is! PUSH BACK on these evil institutions and in the meantime, pull your money out of Chase. We do need to Bud Light them and

any others. They cancel us for no reason other than political discord, we cancel them. It works both ways and there are WAY MORE OF

US THAN THEM so let's use the power of our numbers and stand together!
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Yod
Joined On 4/29/2007 3:10:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

UNfrigginbeleivable! Sounds vaguely reminiscent of the general secretary's denunciation of Falun Gong (a peaceful self cultivation

practice) in mainland China precisely because it got more popular and had more members than the atheist communist party, when he

crazily declared “Defame their reputations. Bankrupt them Inancially. And destroy them physically!” Fortunately, many escaped China

and now there are over 80 million practitioners around the world.
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dfarrich
Joined On 3/28/2016 1:46:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Never in my wildest dreams did I think I'd live long enough to see the deconstructing of the US. All I can say is you get what you give,

and eternity is a damned long time.
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joero_
Joined On 4/28/2008 10:55:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Awful! Disgusting! Sad! From personal business experience it is not unusual for a bank to decline to renew a credit line... banks

regularly change their market philosophies. However, dropping the company executives and family members is unheard of in my

experience. It looks like the Mercola organization has been targeted.
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dmaupin
Joined On 5/11/2010 8:55:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Another form of censorship! Robert Kennedy Jr. is Ighting that! It's absolutely leading us into totalitarian rule! No freedoms! "You will

have nothing and be happy." (Klaus Schwab)
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bschec7
Joined On 2/13/2007 8:24:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The people who own banking, created Bolshevik Communism, Feminism, push the woke agenda, and are the most expelled group in

human history. No wonder they love Epstein, he was one of them. Not our greatest ally, au contraire.
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jhy7142
Joined On 3/10/2016 7:13:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

bschec7 you are so correct but most will protect them and say they are not the real cause . Can the monkey really be that

powerful . How does the saying go  here no evil  speak no evil  see no evil . How will we ever solve this problem with the blind

leading the blind .
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Penelzpix
Joined On 9/13/2021 12:04:25 PM
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It certainly looks like "1984" is here with Big Brother taking complete control of everything! On the other hand, it should be illegal for

banks to abruptly cancel anyones account without notiIcation and then the accounts of employees! It would seem legal suits are in

order!
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\narphin
Joined On 6/11/2022 10:47:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

From debunked to debanked. You can't win.
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ayn8188
Joined On 4/1/2014 2:07:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's the new inquisition and Dr. Mercola has obviously been branded a heretic.
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bburns1955
Joined On 8/1/2011 10:21:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

BlackRock is the second largest shareholder in JP Morgan Chase — nothing to see there, eh?? BlackRock is part of the satanic global

elite cabal — you know, the one who CAUSED the pandemic, & was behind the toxic bioweapon jabs?? Is there any wonder that they're

against good, honest, ethical, truth-telling people like Dr. Mercola?? Get as far from Chase as you can, & ALL large banks!! Find a local,

independent bank or credit union & do your business there. Get with a group & start a bank -- now's a great time for that!!
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Boomer5
Joined On 10/6/2018 11:19:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Close any Chase account or credit card, including those store credit cards using Chase as their credit processor. Make sure they know

why. Send a letter or contact them even if you don't have an account with them.
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sco3869
Joined On 3/2/2017 8:01:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

JP Morgan Chase owns many companies. Here is a shortlist for your consideration: Bank One Corporation, Bear Stearns, Washington

Mutual, Cazenove Group, InstaMed, WePay. Here is the longer list:

www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/19617/000119312508043536/dex211.htm
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bburns1955
Joined On 8/1/2011 10:21:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hope Chase has a massive exodus from people closing their accounts! If I banked with them, after what they've done to Dr. Mercola &

company, I would LEAVE immediately!! They say it's not political -- hogwash -- it is TOTALLY political. Chase is among the EVIL banks,

anyway, we need to stay away from them!! Go with small, local banks instead.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 10:13:30 AM
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Rise, like lions after slumber.... In unvanquishable number! Shake your chains to earth like dew....Which in sleep had fallen on you: Ye

are many—they are few!"  "The Masque of Anarchy" ~ Shelley  en.wikipedia.org/.../The_Masque_of_Anarchy

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 10:09:06 AM
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Doc, what timing ! After a lawsuit and Chase bank has cleared up this misunderstanding it's time to act on last week's guest professor

Richard Werner's recommendation to start a local bank. No doubt you have the support and Inancial backing of, as of this moment, at

least 270 outraged comments by the empowered peanut gallery, me included, to help out with that initial $5 million startup capital.
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pau8784
Joined On 1/8/2015 12:38:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, you should consider suing Chase under federal laws that protect equal access and also under the equal protection clause.

If anything deserves legal action, this does.
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tbsmyth
Joined On 8/29/2020 5:24:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

JP Morgan had no reservations about doing business with Jeffery Epstein.
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resonnant
Joined On 6/20/2006 6:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How interesting. I had a dispute with Chase bank just this week. I requested an investigation or at least a case #. They told me to

Igure it out myself. I had all my payments tied to Chase. Most have been changed to another bank and I'm working on what's left. I'm

done with their bs. Now I read this.There's deInitely something in the air and Chase is OUT for me.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"The one pervading evil of democracy is the tyranny of the majority, or rather of that party, not always the majority, that succeeds, by

force or fraud, in carrying elections."  ~ Lord Action   www.azquotes.com/.../1501
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bil1245
Joined On 1/14/2023 2:33:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I will begin a personal boycott of Chase Bank and will spread this article far and wide to damage Chase as much as we “little people”

can. This kind of action cannot be allowed to stand.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Ruling Power Elite - must control the narrative. How many times will you be lied to, when you don't know the truth? “One of the

saddest lessons of history is this: If we’ve been bamboozled long enough, we tend to reject any evidence of the bamboozle. We’re no

longer interested in Inding out the truth. The bamboozle has captured us. It’s simply too painful to acknowledge, even to ourselves,

that we’ve been taken. Once you give a charlatan power over you, you almost never get it back.” Carl Sagan.   Keep up the Ight for truth

- Dr. Mercola.
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DeadDogWorms
Joined On 5/30/2020 6:30:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why would one be dealing with Chase Bank anyways? I wonder if those corporate parasites stole his money too? If you have a Chase

account, start withdrawing your money now while you still can, and close your account when your money is safely out.....!
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VitaminD10
Joined On 3/9/2019 8:37:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Never forget that Chase Inanced the Holodomor, a racially motivated program that exterminated 16,000,000 Ukrainians preceding

WW2.
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DeadDogWorms
Joined On 5/30/2020 6:30:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How would one Inance a famine? Do you mean that the largest stockholder of Chase Bank, John D. Rockefeller Jr, Inanced the

Soviet Union?
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VitaminD10
Joined On 3/9/2019 8:37:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Chase Inanced the Bolshevik revolution through Trotsky and the murder of the Russian royal family. This lead to 100,000,000

dead through communism and WW2. The Bolsheviks (similar to modern day democrats and RINOs) stole their food and tortured

people to death. Sick stuff

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 12:29:29 PM
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Javaned
Joined On 2/4/2021 4:43:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Looks like you know your stuff. I never heard, that Chase was behind this. Another banking Igure was said to have paid millions

for eliminating the Russian royal family. Will check and be back.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/28/2023 8:54:54 PM
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johnpage
Joined On 9/24/2021 2:40:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Time for the new bank for the people to start up and kick these a'holes back into the cave where they came from if enough honest

people got together our own bank could be started, why not why are we relying on these so called Banksters to rule our lives. i say lets

go.
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semmcentire
Joined On 9/2/2011 10:27:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So sorry this has happened. I noticed their phone number from the Chase Bank letter. Imagine all your followers CALLING and asking

about this and expressing concern for their blatant disregard for Gov. DeSantis’ law against Inancial institutions denying or canceling

services based on political or religious beliefs!
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davidle
Joined On 5/7/2011 7:38:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you have a Chase account, close it.I closed minr after coming back from Vietnam. Haven't missed them a bit.
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Dar6416
Joined On 11/28/2016 11:17:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’ve NEVER liked Chase! There’s a new bank started by Dr. Ben Carson and Larry Elder. It’s called Old Glory Bank. Here’s the link:

https://oldglorybank.com
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DeadDogWorms
Joined On 5/30/2020 6:30:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola might consider consulting with his colleagues about starting a Credit Union whereby like minded people would have

control over there Inancial institute.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 10:18:59 AM
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\rstname_lastnamerunbox
Joined On 3/2/2023 8:14:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow, that is amazing. I see nothing, zero, wrong with anything you have written. Even if something were off, we used to have Freedom

of Speech in America. Now we do not because of the leftists who have inIltrated everything across our once Irst world nation.

However, there is good news - stop supporting these woke, corrupt companies, and institutions. In you case, join a credit union!

Choose a solid nation wide credit union. Check out Bankrate reviews and choose. They cover businesses and even pay a small amount

of interest on accounts, atms are with no charge. Hit these woke companies where it hurts them the most - in their own pockets.
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mar9779
Joined On 10/28/2015 2:48:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I sure wish I had a Chase account that I could cancel because of gross discrimination against Doc and those related to Him. They took

the gloves off and have clearly made themselves an enemy of freedom now. Hopefully this will be the next Bud Light moment. I'll be

putting in an extra large order next month for my supplements from Dr. Mercola.
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Lou321
Joined On 8/18/2022 5:05:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The country is now like China.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please consider all this a badge of honor. I hope in all the little and big ways I stand up for truth, that I will be as courageous as you!!!!!!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 8:37:15 AM

 Like   Dislike

 

DocJudi
Joined On 9/3/2011 12:20:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is appalling! I read the articles and purchase many products from Dr. Mercola's site. Please keep us updated! If this can happen to

a person as well known and powerful - what does it mean for those with fewer resources and lower public visibility! I am extremely

worried about this.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 8:35:35 AM

 Like   Dislike

 

bchristine
Joined On 7/1/2012 6:58:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

SHAMEFUL. I will bad-mouth Chase as much as I can. How about banking with a Credit Union? They are typically not-for-proIt.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 8:30:05 AM
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TruthST8up
Joined On 12/26/2020 6:11:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

SUE them. That is clear discrimination and economic terrorism. Unless someone stands up to them they will simply encroach on the

rest of us WHO DO NOT have money to pay a lawyer for a lawsuit. Multibillionaire corporations think that they are above the law... sue

them and show then that they are not or it will just get worse and worse; Paypal cancels people, Amazon censors books worse than

the USSR did... Sue them, and / or start a class action lawsuit; bring it before Congress. Corporations cannot discriminate or invent

their own "morality" and then demand everyone conform to it as if they are God.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 8:22:42 AM
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Corporations cannot discriminate or invent their own "morality" and then demand everyone conform to it as if they are God." But

they can. Just not forever. And if you are caught between now and forever, it could become a matter of life or death.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 9:45:30 AM
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Interesting, considering that I went to my local Chase bank when my kids were in school to get them to notarize forms stating that my

kids weren't getting vaccinated. I have been considering moving my account to a small, local bank with a stellar reputation for

customer service, I guess I will go ahead and make that move.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 8:21:55 AM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I sure hope that you do- right away.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 9:08:22 AM
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msp2688
Joined On 7/31/2021 6:06:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

JP Morgan Chase is a marriage made in hell. JP Morgan himself was a key player in causing the Crash in '29. I have a Chase card, but

haven't used it in years. Only just got a notice from them that I have to use it, or lose it.  BUH-bye, Chase. I'll cancel the card instead of

just letting it die, and I will let Chase know exactly why.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 8:20:17 AM
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

breaking news. Jordan Peterson has had his license stripped and has been mandated to go to "re-education" camp. Way to go,

Canada. You all ought to be ashamed.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 8:20:06 AM
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Formaggio
Joined On 8/8/2010 12:15:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bastards All those being debanked should do a class action lawsuit.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 8:17:13 AM
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Pedant
Joined On 12/29/2009 3:31:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are big things coming down the line in the U.K. Two CEOs have already been made to resign; NatWest Bank with only 19

million customers and the CEO of Coutts Bank where the British Royals bank. See my post named Pedant.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/28/2023 11:21:19 AM
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00690069
Joined On 6/15/2021 8:50:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Before he died an amazing brave man and Orthodox Jew Dr. Zelenko warned us that the bankers are working with Satan.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 8:09:23 AM
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don3724
Joined On 11/26/2020 7:10:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He was a truly remarkable human being- I cried when he died

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 11:10:03 AM
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Glastian
Joined On 1/18/2021 8:16:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When/if enough of the sleepwalkers wake up, they will realise that there can be only one solution to all of this oppression by our

enemies; I could never advocate it, and there won’t be enough lampposts to go round. Two things:- “you will own nothing and be

happy” - well, a man with nothing to lose is extremely dangerous. And, “ when all reasoning fails, people will resort to violence”. The

corporate greedy are bringing all of this on themselves imho.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 7:56:18 AM
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loi5723
Joined On 5/21/2017 10:39:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

God Bless You and all the people affected by this. Wrong is wrong! Our forefathers are rolling in their graves.    Pray for Freedom.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 7:55:01 AM
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AlisonWunderland
Joined On 6/24/2021 5:13:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Writ large on the monuments, they gave their lives “For the Sacred Cause of Justice and the Freedom of the World”. What an utter lie?

Justice does not exist when the judiciary accept fraudulent evidence and perjury in their courts. This is the reason for juries to decide

the right and wrong of a matter. Freedom no longer exists when your mouth is clamped shut, when your life is interfered with by

bankers, lawyers, politicians and doctors. I’m 80 years old, my father was killed in 1942, his twin brother was killed in 1940, both were

RAF pilots. A fraud of gargantuan proportions has been foisted upon the people of this planet, but no one is interested to correct it, but

a few, once more.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 7:52:38 AM
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BLONDIEWIFE
Joined On 10/7/2011 2:18:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This exact thing happened to our industry in 2013. This started under Obama Loretta Lynch and the big banks BOA (my credit card),

Chase, Wells, etc. en.m.wikipedia.org/.../Operation_Choke_Point  It was angry and scared. We only had our credit card revoked. So

when Trump won President. I sent him a letter before he moved to the White house. He did something about it.

www.foxnews.com/politics/trump-doj-ends-holder-era-operation-choke-poi..  Problem was: Dems play the game better. Instead of

going industry by industry, they started quietly doing one company at a time.

Bd are still doing it this way to those listed in the wiki list. And now targeting health food companies! Fast forward to Biden He started

OPERATION CHOKEPOINT 2.0 www.nasdaq.com/articles/the-reality-behind-the-crypto-banking-crackdow..  If you are on Twitter,

Robert F Kennedy is defending Mercola ( and all of us that have been harmed). He likens it to utility companies ( where it’s vital for

every American to have a bank account) twitter.com/robertkennedyjr/status/1684306946776596481?s=46&t=gwLg..  They literally

can target ANYONE.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 7:51:54 AM
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hope RFK wins the Democratic nomination, if not, I hope he runs as an independent, I plan to vote for him as president!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 8:26:57 AM
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kitty41
Joined On 5/16/2011 8:31:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear Dr. Mercola. I am very sorry to hear what has happened. As a former retired senior bank oRcer in charge of compliance I can

assure you that you are entitled to a complete explanation of this matter. It is unlawful to discriminate as to who can and cannot have

an account. If you do not get a satisfactory explanation you can contact their regulator, which is the Comptroller of the Currency.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 7:46:27 AM

 Like   Dislike

 

corinne412
Joined On 5/30/2016 6:26:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And how is this so called 'democracy' any better than what Russia has. At least Putin is honest about all he does. Our western

administrations lie about EVERYTHING.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 7:44:32 AM
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Bet65090
Joined On 1/18/2021 3:17:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A systemic problem. Be sure your vote counts for those who Ight against this tyranny in all elections. Until we remove the corrupt

politicians this won’t change. Canvass for the right people. Do not idle. Time is critical. Stop talking about what we all know and DO

SOMETHING to get BOBBY JR elected. He’s our last hope as this crap becomes exponentially worse. SND BE SURE TO SEND CHASE A

LETTER if you don’t have an account, and close your account if you do. Dr M didn’t say it directly, but you know it must be done, and it

has been suggested for years here. Now more than ever is the time people. USE CASH!!!!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 7:35:18 AM

 Like   Dislike

 

wondergreen11
Joined On 5/3/2023 9:49:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Freedumb!!!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 7:29:45 AM

 Like   Dislike

 

traderjoe9
Joined On 2/25/2013 7:46:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So how do we Ight back? I was a Fidelity brokerage client for over 20 years and my account was frozen without notice. I notice they

have a relationship with Blackrock now. I had posted that I did not believe the 2000 elections were fair, etc... I transferred, but one day

we will no longer have options to do so. So how do we get these people?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 7:20:43 AM
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WFairburn
Joined On 7/10/2010 9:24:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bud Light Chase.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 7:19:37 AM
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zin7484
Joined On 7/2/2019 1:07:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Elon Musk should start a banking system. Let’s crush them like we did to RIP Bud Light

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 7:09:28 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Elon is already is heading in that direction...do some research on his intended plans for Twitter, similar to the Chinese WeChat.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 7:48:26 AM
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GolanTrevize8
Joined On 7/27/2023 7:31:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That is a good idea. Someone should post this on Twitter, sorry, I mean "X", and tag Elon.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 7:49:43 AM
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Glastian
Joined On 1/18/2021 8:16:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message
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Elon Musk has just changed Twitter to X, a move which in which he is obviously trying to align X with the Chinese social credit

system. I don’t think Musk is our friend.
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cleanse4life
Joined On 8/12/2009 3:19:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't look to Musk to save anybody. He is the guy who want gave DARPA his starlink system that is weaponized in the

Ukraine-Russia war. He's the guy who obeys China so he can keep his Tesla EV plant in Shanghai. He's the guy who wants to

install the AI Neuralink operating system in your brain (not that that's not being done already with the lipid nano hydrogel from

the jabs both in the injected AND the uninjected). Nobody gets to Elon's level of wealth and status without permission from the

global cabal. He's a Trojan horse.
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courtneylynn
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, this is good to know - Chase is crossed off my list of any future business.
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ed4freedom
Joined On 7/27/2023 6:55:48 AM
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Could someone give some examples of small banks in Florida or elsewhere in the USA that would be a better option?
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Lewis.Markie
Joined On 10/16/2021 11:48:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Old Glory Bank in Oklahoma. Started by Larry Elder, John Rich (I think) and others. I have been very happy with their service.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Congress should have Dr M and others on a panel and hold hearings on banking , I’m emailing his rep. They have hearings on trans,

ufo’s yesterday, etc. They should on woke banks.
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mpm6191
Joined On 4/27/2023 7:47:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ever since learning how corrupt our banking system is and hearing about the disgusting, horrendous people they are in cahoots with,

Chase Morgan speciIcally, who is a bank I deal with, will be losing me as a customer!
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Joined On 9/9/2014 6:05:54 AM
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Richard Werner says we must begin with Community Banks being created to dissolve the power of the Central Banks. Check him out

as he was the guy who created QE1 and 2 in Japan.
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Truly sorry to hear about this as it is a creeping disease engulIng the world's actions as the pernicious globalist class begins its

murder. Solidarity and action is the only solution.
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Den6328
Joined On 6/19/2013 10:19:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, Please let us know the name of your new bank so we can all switch. Write your congressmen, don’t use chase, use cash

when you can, do your part
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Lewis.Markie
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Old Glory Bank!
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Joined On 7/21/2022 7:04:08 AM
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And so the great reset continues. I’m curious whether Karen Kingston, David Eike and the other thinkers I/we follo have or are

experiencing the same. These are some incredibly sick times we’re living in.
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Joined On 9/18/2021 9:37:18 AM
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The globalists are really taking the gloves off. They started by weaponizing money: blocking $ to the truckers. They also weaponized

the courts: jailing Jan 6 protesters. Now they want to jail their main opponent, Trump. And they're de-banking other dissidents. Dr

Mercola is right that they will soon come at us with another "crisis" as a pretext for more widespread abuse of freedoms. They are

determined to crush dissent. We must be equally determined to resist, despite the pressure. Dr Mercola and other dissidents who are

being persecuted but still speaking out are an inspiration: courageous and truthful. THANKS TO THEM ALL.
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Joined On 3/1/2018 9:09:08 AM
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In the UK, you have the right to receive full disclosure of all information a bank has about you and the reasons for cancelling an

account. The banking regulations in the US need to be changed to provide this facility. At the very least, what is this unexplained

activity? It is conceivable that a bad actor was trying to make it look like something was amiss with your accounts. I expect your CFO

is going over the accounts carefully but the bank may have rejected the suspicious transaction and it may not be appearing on your

statements. An 18 year customer is owed the courtesy of full and frank disclosure. There may be something criminal going on that you

need to be aware of.
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Joined On 9/23/2011 8:39:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm assuming this is just an "opening shot" and next comes the Amerikan "kristollnackht". Alll of us who dare to oppose fascist cvontrol

will be targeted. I am so wary of banks, but have so little money, when my last bank was sold to another right wing trust, I opened an

account at a savings bank that has only one branch in the City of Boston and not even an ATM. Don't necessarily even trust that as it

too could be sold tomorrow. I'm wondering, if anyone knows, Irst of all about that bank in North Dakota that's not a private bank. And

what about Russian banks? Are they safer? Is it possible to open an account in a foreign bank? You have to admit it would be kind of

funny - calling the SSA and requesting that they have my retirement checks deposited in a Russian bank.
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Many American industrialist families have been supporters of fascism since they helped to create the Third Reich and attempted the

overthrow of the American government by military coup in 1934. We need a civic forfeiture law that allows seizure of the money of

those who use their money to subvert democracy and to seek complete power over the minds and bodies of free citizens.
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Joined On 5/15/2021 6:03:52 PM
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Is a Credit Union like PenFed a viable option for your business?
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Joined On 7/29/2023 11:38:48 AM
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I will close my Chase account this week. This is wrong and we have to stop being lazy and think that this won’t happen to us. Let’s

stand by our beliefs as the others do. I’m sorry Dr. Mercola.
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Joined On 2/1/2021 3:06:08 AM
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The only disease that wreaks havoc is absolute seriousness. If you look closely at the people around you, you realize that 99.999% are

sick. Especially those contaminated by religion, science, politics, television, family and personal psychoses. That's why civilizations

die: because they take too seriously their role as universal benefactor - but in no case for themselves, but only, always, for 'the others'.

This is an "old" disease that manifests itself on an individual and collective level, always and mainly only in the present moment.

Because the present moment is the key
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Joined On 10/30/2020 12:44:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am checking for any Chase credit cards and will cancel them. Also, Bill O'Reilly on his podcast had a fallout with a Big Bank and

recommends OLDGLORYBANK.com , FDIC insured and started by Ben Carson, Larry Elder and John Rich.  Worth a look. Enough of

being mistreated by big banks. Let's Bud Light Chase. God Bless Dr. Mercola as he Ights for our well being.
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I'M GLAD I CLOSED MY CHASE ACCOUNT YEARS AGO
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Joined On 7/29/2023 7:07:05 AM
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Canceled my CC and canceling all Chase business and personal accounts.
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Joined On 7/28/2023 11:40:40 PM
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Chase Bank is violating individual right like right to freedom of speech by way of arbitrary sanction. It must be stopped before it's

spraying as gangrene, and compensation is paid.
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66stanggirl
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I have one credit card through Chase. I will be closing it immediately. This is illegal harassment. I will be sure to inform the Chase rep.

of exactly why I am cancelling.
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Heartfelt sympathy, Dr Mercola; I can imagine the sorrow you must feel -- not for yourself, but to have this happen to your employees

and their families. That must feel agonizing. Please know in this despicable situation that we all care about you, and please let your

employees know that we care.  I'm sure others will have said it better, but I'm just seeing this now and so want to remind you that for

each person commenting here, there are hundreds of followers who feel the same way. As word gets around, this questionable action

may even serve to help some of those who've been blind in this whole mess to now begin to see. Dr M., you will soon be more broadly

seen as, plus certainly go down in history as, the epic hero that we all know you are. Blessings and strength to you, and to all here!!!!!!!
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VitaGuy
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I suggest Old Glory Bank, for obvious reasons.
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ame3843
Joined On 11/5/2021 11:30:54 AM
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That’s unbelievable what Chase has done. I hope Dr. Mercola take them to court. I keep telling friends & families to remove their

money from chase & other large banks. Boycott Chase immediately!
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This is appalling! I pray the good Lord will use this incident to wake up more people. A united American populace that demands
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This is appalling! I pray the good Lord will use this incident to wake up more people. A united American populace that demands

change will save the world.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/28/2023 1:29:08 PM
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kristinwebb
Joined On 1/17/2007 10:01:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Isn't it time for bumper stickers that say something like--STOP CBDCS, USE CASH! Please make them available to the vast majority of

people who have little time to devote to activism but who want desperately to do something positive to change the downward direction

of this country.
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Brian.Shimer
Joined On 1/13/2022 6:59:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The level of hubris exhibited by this bank is a sad expression of this current era. Thank you Dr Mercola for your steadfast stand to

uphold truth. Praying for intervention. For the overturning of evil. For the vindication of you and your work. Come lord Jesus.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/28/2023 10:56:08 AM
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MaCheri
Joined On 5/5/2021 1:13:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What a despicable act by Chase bank against Dr Mercola and his team and family, Mr Mercola has been a beacon of truth and factual

science for so many over so many years and is held in such high regard for so many lay people and health professionals too. I guess

that is the problem now. Truth!  Certainly makes one wonder what else this bank is hiding and what else has yet to be uncovered if they

are sinking to these kind of low gutter blows. I guess supporting pedophiles and money laundering is their new moral norm now.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is another of many cases where the bureaucracy is able to "punish" those whose actions are contrary to the system without even

stating the accusation, much less allowing the accused to defend themselves. It's made even more egregious that the strike is not

against Dr. Mercola, but against his organization and everyone involved in it. I fund Mercola - through his substack. I wonder if my

bank (not CHASE) will someday decide that this is an offence to be punished? This is similar to the silly Facebook process that gives

us messages like "your account has been limited because you LIKE to many things." Our bureaucracies (CHASE Bank is a bureaucracy

and is acting exactly like one), not just our justice systems, need to operate with an assumption of innocence and if punishments are

to be meted out, we need a system of open accusation and system for defense and rebuttal.
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myk5641
Joined On 8/11/2019 11:38:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi,[Now banned on Twitter X= as of 29 July 2023]... Mike.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/28/2023 8:11:49 AM
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getsmarts
Joined On 8/20/2010 6:52:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unbelievable!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/28/2023 7:37:33 AM
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rrb9459
Joined On 2/20/2019 7:19:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We will close my husband's business account we have with Chase and will deInitely let them know why.
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unhappy voter
Joined On 10/28/2008 7:41:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola...IMPORTANT MESSAGE WITHIN TEXT I am outraged on your and you family and associates behalf...! I automated many of

the City of London Institutions and banking and Inancial corporations, introducing the world's Irst online bank and other technological

beneIts at that time, during the Big Bang and learned more than I wanted to about how they all operate even back then and for many

years have regretted being in a pioneer marketing position of introducing 'ProIle Propensity' software in the 1980's called AI today...!

...You may be interested to read of the UK's most outspoken man, Nigel Farage, who led the UK out of the fascist EU as a European MP

(MEP). He has since become a strong voiced broadcaster for GB NEWS, standing up for what is right, and just had the same

experience as you for his 'Royal Bank' account bank, known as Coutts Bank in London, owned by NATWEST BANK. He has in four

weeks managed to have the parent bank, NATWEST owned by 'the people', as it was supported by taxpayers money in 2009 and still is,

exposed for describing his account proIle to the BBC, which is against the Data Protection Act.

This week the CEO of NAT WEST BANK was Ired and Nigel is asking oRcially that the whole board is replaced. The Coutts director

has resigned a few days ago and NATWEST lost 1 BILLION in share value. In this case their deception leaked out in a way that they

could not handle it and heads HEADS HAVE ROLLED, as the expression goes.

That is encouraging... I left the UK in 2006 as I saw the big crash coming and had a place I could reach in the Caribbean, not that

anywhere is particularly safer in the banking sense, as the central banks are waring with the High/Main Street Banks. This is to remove

their right to electronically create all our monies except the 3% cash HMG prints, when the BIS and its cohorts in Switzerland together

with the WEF/UN and NATO's are all working with delivering Agenda 30, as you likely know.
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DeanEMalone
Joined On 5/20/2021 11:42:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am transferring all my cash into www.kinesis.money which is blockchain based ownership of gold or silver. You can spend it like a

credit card and your funds are denominated in bullion instead of invating $USD. Furthermore, you can buy or hold bitcoin and etherium

in your digital wallet. You can also hold your assets in cold storage. Want to leave the country with your bullion? No problem. Hold your

fob in your wallet - the size of a credit card.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 11:33:32 PM
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DeanEMalone
Joined On 5/20/2021 11:42:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just told Chase I am repudiating $38K in credit card debt. They can go pound sand. Yes my credit rating will suffer but imagine if

everyone on Mercola's list who have a Chase account repudiated their debts and closed their accounts in protest. When the bastards

call me to try to get me to pay, I am going to tell them I am repudiating the debt because of what they did to Joe Mercola and his

employees. F' em.
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bur56371
Joined On 7/26/2023 9:07:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am a Neurologist and I have been reading Dr Mercola’s articles for years. I have found him honest, well researched and reliable. I also

bank at Chase and I believe this bank is part of the military banking complex that currently runs the US. The administrative state is

supreme and tolerates no criticism
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mentor9
Joined On 1/27/2016 10:08:26 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sue their Asses and take it all the way to the Supreme Court. This is on someone’s political agenda and they need to be FIRED!
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dealt7faux12
Joined On 5/15/2016 9:47:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This sounds very similar to the Nigel Farage, Coutts Bank Iasco across the pond.
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go\tnessgo
Joined On 3/20/2010 10:28:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm cancelling my business accounts at chase and moving to LIve Oak!
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SabinaM
Joined On 2/19/2023 5:13:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear team Dr Mercola, I am so sorry to hear about this unpleasant stunt that these pretend global masters pulled on you and your

team members. Intimidations of such kind are played on small people very often in these years. Wishing you all the best, and please

come back to us, your clients need you! Especially now, when it looks that the medical products are in shortage, again new emergency

for the Americans! Hold on, Mercola team, this will pass too!
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dcafu2
Joined On 7/27/2023 6:00:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Aren't you a big fan of personal freedom? Chase doesn't owe you an explanation, right? They choose to stop doing business with you

because they don't like you--isn't that Ine from your perspective?
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wendyb.
Joined On 4/27/2011 5:42:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If we stand together, We are Bigger than them! They will cave.
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Bumble01
Joined On 8/3/2021 10:05:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Appalling! Nigel Farage has just recently been subjected to something similar here in the UK. His account at 'Coutts' bank was

suddenly closed and he was refused banking services at other banks. Shockingly, the bank chairwoman I believe it was even disclosed

to a BBC journalist that the de-banking was due to him not having the required amount of funds- which turned out to be a lie. For once,

the government actually stepped in directly and more or less told the senior staff how inappropriate their actions had been and that

their positions were untenable. I sincerely hope that justice prevails for Dr Mercola and his staff and this marks a turning point to this

trampling of human rights. If not, then it it is a case of 'if they can do it to Dr Mercola, they can do it to anyone' and things are about to

take a much darker turn. It feels very much like we are all on the precipice of something even more dreadful than the crimes of the

past few years.
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azeiner
Joined On 6/19/2006 1:50:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yup, I wish I had Chase so I could cancel them!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 5:24:29 PM
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Stillpoint0
Joined On 6/17/2008 11:45:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am sooooo sorry about this. I have a Chase CC that I plan to cancel due to their IMO criminal activity against you and yours.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 5:07:02 PM
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LHagen
Joined On 7/5/2020 1:15:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A friend of mine told me she went to B of A to deposit cash into her sister-in-laws account. She was told by the teller that they don't

accept cash. She had to write a check to her sis-in-law to deposit and then go to her bank and redeposit the cash! After hearing your

story with Chase, we are well on our way to becoming China. I bank with Chase and I'm going to complain!! Sorry you and your

employees are being put thru this nonsense!
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bethehiggins
Joined On 7/27/2023 4:49:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think a lawsuit is in order. I’m sure it will be inconvenient and expensive, though, and I’m so sorry.
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 Like   Dislike

 

john.mirendagmail.com
Joined On 5/10/2020 8:22:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is outrageous that JPMChase should discriminate against you in this way. And coming from a bank with serial offenses for

everything from manipulating the gold market to Inancing Jeffrey Epstein's child traRcking empire, it is especially galling. see:

wallstreetonparade.com/2023/07/court-Iling-jpmorgan-chase-actively-pa..  I regret the inconvenience you all suffer from this

untimely closing of your accounts, but you can do better, try Wells Fargo.
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rabarlament
Joined On 1/14/2021 8:35:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wells Fargo is owned by the WEF

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 5:55:02 PM
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ric79971
Joined On 10/31/2016 2:15:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola we need this to get rid of money www.youtube.com/watch

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 4:44:00 PM
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you to the people who have posted the comments. I've now read all of them.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/27/2023 4:25:56 PM
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Tulmon
Joined On 2/20/2007 4:05:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I Ind this strange that The Daily Caller who is reporting this is owned by Tucker Carlson and Neil Patel. I would think Chase has a

reason why they did this, and what activity they are Inding that is fraudulent. I know a lot of people that bank with Chase, that could

possibly have questionable accounts, that aren't getting things like this. But then, you're out of Florida, so it could be for anything.
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rbr5934
Joined On 6/25/2023 2:35:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You never know what you are going to Ind in your email in the morning. Today was beyond belief with this one. Well actually, f'ing

scary. We all knew it was coming and/or already here in certain ways, but this is a full blown wake up call. My partner and I were just

getting ready to switch banks to Chase. Not anymore. Also, I have 3 other accounts through Chase and those are getting cancelled

immediately. Keep up the good work Dr. You know you are on the right track when this kind of stuff happens. A sincere thank you for

reporting on everything going on.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not surprising they'd single out the great Dr. Mercola and leave so many other, less wise alternative leaders untouched. Am I the only

one who's noticed virtually all the jab challengers who get the most media attention are jabbed themselves? I mean, what's up with

that? My wife and I had no trouble seeing the jab was a no-go, and we were 69 and 64 in 2020. Not a close call, not a decision even to

be made. Millions saw it as clearly as we did, as did Dr. M. So why are McCullough, Malone, Kirsch, Malhotra, and John Campbell

jabbed? Something very strange about that.
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PalaKalola
Joined On 7/27/2023 2:06:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No small wonder. Chase has always been notoriously heinous for other reasons. Perhaps you can sue the Hell out of them and move

on to a more ethical Inancial institution. I salute your courage in being forthcoming with the issues both politically and medically. I

have learned a lot from you over the years. I hope they don’t cancel your access to the internet. RFK Jr has what it takes to turn this

ship around. I just hope he can stay in the race, but just the fact tgat he has been speaking out so articulately in spite of the smear

campaign is hopeful! More and more people are following him. Good luck, Dr. Joe Mercola. You do so many wonderful things so I

know you are savvy to ignoring the naysayers and haters. Shunning you is their loss!
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yborodiansky
Joined On 1/3/2019 4:23:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

At the same time you may want to contact Marko Rubio’s and Rick Scott’s oRces: https://www.chiplamarca.com/

 www.rubio.senate.gov/public  www.rickscott.senate.gov  We pay these people salaries with our taxes. Let's make them work.
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yborodiansky
Joined On 1/3/2019 4:23:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

While there is no excuse for Chase action, spreading funds between several local banks seems to be the only way. Amerant bank is

one good option for Floridians. Please, keep us posted about new Inancial institutions you Ind trustworthy. We’ll be happy to support

them as well.
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Kro99896
Joined On 3/11/2018 12:49:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I quit using major banking institutions years ago and moved to a local credit union. I have never been happier with my bank. Obviously,

there’s no guarantee they won’t go woke, especially if we end up with digital banking however, I highly recommend everyone move from

the major banking institutions.
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johnnymars
Joined On 8/29/2015 11:09:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I did the same with Suntrust, BUT my local CU also practices fractional reserve banking, which is legal fraud. They also insure

deposits up to $250,000 through NCUA, but NCUA only covers less than 2% of total assets insured! They're no better than FDIC

(Fornicating Derelicts, Idiots, and Chuckleheads)!
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Nessus
Joined On 7/27/2023 1:40:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Did you all sign the digital services agreement with them ?
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StellaTH
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:36:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Let us know if there is something we can do - someone to voice our view on this to (at Chase, or elsewhere). You have my support, Dr.

Mercola. I appreciate all that I have learned from you and also the access to your great products. You have enriched my life in many

ways - from teaching me the importance of Vitamin D years ago to the peanut butter protein food bars that are one of my young

grandson's go-to foods when he comes to my house. Thank you.
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gld7739
Joined On 2/10/2015 8:40:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Move your accounts to “Old Glory Bank” Where patriots are not cancelled. Started be John Rich and Dr. Ben Carson among others. The

alternate economy is alive and growing.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sad days for many especially Dr. Mercola. But it does indicate, at least to me, that the deep state DS does not have a "control Ile" on

Dr. Mercola so have to revert to this grade school cheap tactic to force his hand. Walk tall Dr. Mercola and know there are millions of

us that have your back.
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cam538662
Joined On 6/12/2016 4:58:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So sorry this has happened to you. My little advice.... use a local credit union and for investments use Edward Jones. They are a

privately owned company... all of my clients are Jones advisors. I pray this nonsense stops and that everyone starts listening to you.

Have followed you for 25 years. Keep on keeping on!!!!
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JaneQ65
Joined On 7/27/2023 1:04:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Time to switch over to Old Glory Bank.
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iro5345
Joined On 4/7/2014 3:44:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am closing my Chase card beause they are going to the digital money system. I am so sorry you have lost your card for being

righteous and not vaxxed and helping us unvaxxed people. JPMorgan Chase is a wicked company!
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and1515
Joined On 9/21/2021 6:08:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I stopped doing business with Chase (JP Morgan/Chase) years ago. This news just conIrms my good decision. Every one who

supports Dr Mercola and other solid companies really needs to do their homework as to where one spends one's money. Case in point,

my child really wanted "Roller Rabbit" preppy pajamas, until I looked at their website and saw their aRliation with a organization called

"BEAM" which funnels money from companies that they've vetted, like Roller Rabbit, for all sorts of horrid, militant groups. That

company won't get a penny of our money! Dr Mercola, I'm still your customer and even more so now! God bless you and all your

employees, family and their families.
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Gypsybe
Joined On 5/5/2023 8:18:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm sorry but why is Dr. Mercola banking with Chase in the Irst place? My impression, from reading his posts, is that we need to stop

supporting big banks and go with community banks and credit unions. I think everyone cancelling their accounts is a great idea! I've

been arguing with my brother about it. He's supposedly awake, but he doesn't want to bother. But if you cancel your account with

Chase, DON'T open an account with another big bank! If you do, you're missing the point.
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GeoBub
Joined On 12/5/2022 6:55:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is not a conspiracy. First, there are no conspiracies because you know it when the alleged conspirators act. Nothing is secret or

hidden. President Clinton could not keep a handful of women quiet. What makes anyone think they can keep 100s or 1000s of people

quiet in a conspiracy? They may try to obfuscate accountability or process, but with some digging, the subversive actors are known.

The people behind this are a small group that seeks to leverage well-placed sympathetics or hold some control over the organization

or other actors. They use the Ictitious entity of a corporation to hide behind and do their bidding. Once these people are rooted out,

action can be taken against them ethically or legally.

I would not go after the surrogate or front-line actor. Go after the subversives. Pull the rug out from under them. Victims can organize

in a similar manner. Build a cooperative of victims and create funding streams. Set up legal entities such as NGOs, non-proIts, or

some holding company to protect the leaders legally as the organization takes action against the subversives. Most subversives are

probably Mayberry Machiavellians and may be narcissistic Corporate Maniacs if not megalomaniacs. Find ways to operate outside the

sphere the subversives operate. Buy and operate a specialty bank where control over the operations is under the cooperative or the

holding company.

Operating in the legal system is risky and costly, often with poor outcomes. There are 100 other methods of operating. Elon Musk

bought Twitter. Owning a key portion of the shares can give signiIcant control over a company which may also be used to identify the

subversive actors at Chase Bank. This struggle is Radicals vs Rebels. Radicals are subversives whose cause no one wants. That is

why they subvert. The American Forefathers were rebels who had a stated cause that people rallied around. The motto should be 'Don't

Tread on Me.'
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RFlocal
Joined On 9/29/2009 7:25:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

May the light of god be with Joe Merc and Staff intervening to bring enterprise to an oasis that is faraway from Nazi Emblem in Chase

Bank logo...  stare at swastika and logo then easier to see them as sames for Elon new X equal to half Masonic square compass
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gol9767
Joined On 9/30/2019 7:41:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am going to cancel my Chase Credit Card as soon as I Ind out how to do this (can't Ind a way on the Website).
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paral04
Joined On 4/17/2008 2:19:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You don't need to cancel. Just quit using it.
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traderjoe9
Joined On 2/25/2013 7:46:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's time for someone to organize a mass movement to pressure Congress to sanction these companies with severe penalties...maybe

making their CEOs personally liable for any cost to businesses which are being discriminated against. RFK JR or Trump? Who will

push for federal retaliation against the evil bankers? The bank's leaders should be outed. Let's see the faces of the people who are

behind this. Where do they live? What is their religion? Surely they are not Christians...
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alanson
Joined On 1/23/2021 9:51:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not sure if anyone has posted this yet. news-sky-com.cdn.ampproject.org/v/s/news.sky.com/story/amp/nigel-farag..
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elle100
Joined On 12/3/2021 11:56:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are SO correct. If you follow Clif High, the linguistic programmer, then you know his data returns are coming back with the

same--THE BEAST IS ON THE RUN and will soon be dismantled. The only card they have left at their disposal is the fake alien invasion

(Warner Von Braun). These killers are now engaged in setting up the scenario which they believe will convince the ignorant, stoopid

and willfully ignorant of frightful aliens so they demand a one world government out of fear.  Seriously doubt they will have the luck

they seek, especially since the roaring success of the 'Sound of Freedom' showed everyone that even the Normies are not listening.
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Lewis.Markie
Joined On 10/16/2021 11:48:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

https://oldglorybank.com
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AARDVARKMAN
Joined On 9/8/2010 11:54:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Two months ago I saw this garbage coming and removed all of my accounts at Chase and went to a local S & L.  It was hard as Chase

had a branch a block away from my house.  I felt it was necessary to teach them a lesson, however small it was.  This amounted to

them losing about 20K in deposits and just maybe if enough folks wise up and ditch them in favor of a bank not politically motivated

against conservative thinkers, they will feel the pinch just like Budweiser (BUD LIGHT) did.  I have stopped drinking Bud Light in favor

of Coors Light and have found I like it.  I stopped shopping at Target after seeing their goofy ads and I will continue to use my

spending to hurt these super lib companies.  I hope that this garbage does not cripple Dr. Mercola and his great newsletter.  GO

MERCOLA.  PS:  I also did away with Puritan Pride after they were bought out by a big drug company.  I will pay more for my beliefs.
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Lewis.Markie
Joined On 10/16/2021 11:48:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Go to Old Glory Bank. They just announced business banking this week. I'm a proud founding member and have been very satisIed

with their service.
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bodysurfgirl
Joined On 7/27/2023 11:35:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Open a Swiss account. Take your money OUT of the US as the big wigs do. Think they will feel that kick in the butt! I just searched it

quickly. Seems it is possible to do it in dollars. But check it out better than I can.
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wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This behavior is more likely to intensify than not, but people choose to keep their heads in the sand. Mercola here and Nigel Farage in

the UK have some name recognition and fair-sized platforms for making noise. What of the average person who is mostly anonymous

outside of his/her community, irrespective of wealth? What's worse is an alarming number of people who have no problem with this,

the same people who eagerly lined up to see people Ired over refusing the jab and then clutched their pearls when told how their

behavior was reminiscent of history's darkest periods.
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StonyCreek
Joined On 1/8/2017 4:56:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I come from a family that was Targeted and on top of that I was the family scapegoat. It was a large family so there was enough room

for two scapegoats. The other, my brother only made it to 23 years old. It's interesting to me that we both were a middle child in our

genders and both Aries. Anyway, the only thing these groupies of evil know is destruction. They will try to set up division through

resentment and fear amongst family members, friends, business associates... PLEASE stay strong and don't fall for it! My thoughts

and prayers are with all of you. ---MadElaine---
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bor1572
Joined On 8/10/2015 3:16:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nigel Farage former MP learned just how easily the banks can cut you off to punish you for your political views. Dangerous dangerous

times.
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jljrn68
Joined On 4/12/2011 9:53:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is disgusting. Guess Chase is the next one to get boycotted. Go woke, go broke!!!
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jreisch
Joined On 5/21/2012 3:44:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just closed my Chase account and made sure they understood my reason. I hope others can do so as well.
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Yetts
Joined On 9/20/2021 8:06:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Kindred Credit Union was started by Amish as a values based Inancial institution. Try that instead https://www.kindredcu.com/
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svi1934
Joined On 12/9/2018 1:10:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This news is so disheartening to hear! I hope that Chase Bank will recertify this situation! Thank you for keeping us informed on

worldly news, the world has gone mad! _
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Gwyncann
Joined On 7/20/2012 8:36:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yet another company to "Bud Lite".
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BigPuddy
Joined On 4/18/2018 4:57:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am so saddened to hear of your debanking. You are a valuable resource for me in informatiin and your products. I admire your

courage and now and going forward for all of us who know The Plans for our subjugation, courage will be needed even more. You and

several other of my trusted sources are HEROS; REAL ONES not the fake Participation Trophy ones touted by the Political Cabal.

Hopefully, you and your employees have found sone sort of remedy; however, have you thought of reaching out to Martin Armstrong at

armstrongeconomics.com TPTB jailed him and even tried to kill him after he won in US Supreme Court.

He isca honorable man and a Inancial genius who has a FREE BLOG disseminating invaluable information. He has the only AI

computer whose unbiased predictions have never been wrong in decades. The Source Code he would not give up is why he was

persecuted. I hope you are able to continue with your business. I have had thoughts before now about you being shut down and the

repercussions for al of us if your are. GOD Bless and keep you safe! Your Gels situation is heartbreaking.
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Sherminator
Joined On 8/12/2017 11:22:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

THIS is why we need to develop a parallel economy. Alternative, America First companies based in the US. Undoubtedly we will need

the backing of wealthy patriots. Surely there are some out there to support us (besides Donald John Trump)
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AHH
Joined On 11/14/2009 2:52:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Everyone knows about Trump's bankruptcies, right? Who do you think bailed him out? He's owned - by people wealthier and

more powerful than him. Forget the media hype - look at the actual track record - blatantly supports civil asset forfeiture, went

along with the lock downs, promoted covid vaccines, supposedly contracted covid and was 'cured' by remdesevir, and then

promoted its use (which kills people), turned his back on J6 supporters and let them rot in jail (he could have had them all

released before he left oRce - including the little old grandmas and grandpas). He may be a businessman waving a vag, but

have you considered the notion of 'controlled opposition'?
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BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET
Joined On 9/3/2021 4:31:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

AHH......I get your post. But Trump was never "cured" by remdesevir" but rather said he was given Regeneron[?} spelling? This

makes suspect some of your other points but we should all be aware of controlled opposition as it surely is part of the "plan".
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AHH
Joined On 11/14/2009 2:52:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

BillandLauren.. check out everything I posted - He is deInitely for civil asset forfeiture, meaning, he supports government

entities making up any story they wish to seize any and all your assets without a court order. Then YOU have to PROVE the

money/assets are legit in a court of law, at YOUR EXPENSE or you won't get it back. Seriously, here’s the link - watch and listen -

gets into it after 20 mins.: www.youtube.com/watch  As to covid, he was given a few "remedies".
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gpn6349
Joined On 10/18/2021 11:15:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Enemy of the State. Ask not for whom the bell tolls, dear friends.  It tolls for thee.
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bru5975
Joined On 6/5/2021 1:54:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's time for another lawsuit, doc! Don't forget the power of Discovery!
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boochie1220
Joined On 11/20/2012 12:41:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Connect with Governor Desantis and have him force the closing of all Chase branches in the state of Florida. Don't let them bully you.

David will always beat Goliath with just a little faith.
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jimmymaciii
Joined On 3/20/2021 12:55:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've only read a few of the comments and I'm glad to see that everyone is supportive of you, however I have a hard time imagining that

you and your business were still banking with Chase this late in the game. I know you have had Catherine Austin Fitts on your show a

number of times. But not recently. Perhaps you thought you had more time than you did. I've been caught in that bind before and

probably will be again. Get her on your show again and fess up. I'd love to hear that conversation... In any case, keep up the good work

and keep your eye on the $ball$.
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DragonYy67
Joined On 7/27/2023 9:22:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cancel your Chase Account ASAP!
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wolfsburg
Joined On 7/27/2023 9:08:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My business and my employees had our accounts closed by Chase Bank. Happened when I went to Austria for medical treatment. Had

to pay for care with no account or credit card two days after I arrived in Austria. I had stage 4 Prostate Cancer for the forty time. I

appealed Jamie Dimon CEO of Chase Bank. They said they didn’t need to disclose a reason. We had 7 million in their bank earning a

quarter of a percent. We appealed to Jamie Dimon’s executive oRces 4 times. We did nothing wrong. We then moved our accounts to

Desert Financial in Arizona. They treated us royally. Chase Bank has canceled a lot of people and their accounts. They solicited us

later maybe by accident by direct mail. My son contacted them out of curiosity. Later while at the bar we have a recording of their

manager’s but dial statement saying “Those cheap (mentioned our religion) think we’d take them back. Move on Chase is too woke

and guilty of discrimination.
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bel2083
Joined On 7/25/2019 6:44:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is a great bank that opened up on Oklahoma co founded by John Rich, the country singer, who was fed up with the big bank

monopolies and closing accounts for political motives. They have personal accounts and have just started working with businesses as

well. https://oldglorybank.com/  Don't give up and keep Ighting the good Ight. Good ALWAYS triumphs over evil!
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DYNGAR
Joined On 7/27/2023 8:50:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Boycott CHASE ... I'm beginning to close my accounts today ... this is working elsewhere
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poplegendpop
Joined On 2/13/2012 3:18:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, it worked against bud light and target, it can work against chase. ALL major bank acccount holders should transfer to credit

unions.
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con7296
Joined On 5/9/2016 4:54:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would go after them in a lawsuit with everything I have! JFK junior would probably join you.
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loumike
Joined On 6/19/2006 4:42:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ATTACK ON HUMANITY.......WHAT A SHAME....DR. MERCOLA YOU ARE A GENIUS...WE NEED YOU AND YOUR EXPERTISE. MAYBE IF
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THESE PEOPLE WERE NOT SO IGNORANT THEY WOULD BE ABLE TO SEE THE TRUTH.
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shell1214gmail.com
Joined On 2/1/2021 9:41:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm actually surprised that Dr.Mercola was still will Chase. But I get it. I just recently "divorced" my accounts from that bank, after

banking with them for years. It took a long time to break away. They have all the bells and whistles that businesses need to survive

accounting-wise....but the fear of being targeted because of your "political or medical beliefs" is very real as we can see with Dr.

Mercola's situation. I've transferred to a small bank in town. I gave up Chase advantages, but I am more than pleased that I did it in the

long run.
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fjs5973
Joined On 6/7/2022 5:26:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear dr Mercola & family and co-workers, I just want to tell you, I am standing totally behind you and your view. Always I read your

newsletters with great interest and agree with most of it. You are a very brave person, to stand for a natural way of healing and way to

prevent illness and taking a stand for one's right, to choose ourselves , what we want to do for our health. This bank is making a big

mistake, and already has done many more, as you say, in the case of Jeffrey Epstein cs. i completely agree with what you say about

that! Please, if we, your clients and folowers might do anything for you to help, do not hesitate to let us know and reach out to us. I will

always support you, and testify for your truthtelling.

Do all the people who read this blog agree with that? We may even send mails and letters to the bank or in any other way, let them

know, we despise their actions. Dr Mercola, thank you for all your news, that you are bringing to us, and I wish you strenght inthe

coming time; be sure a good solution will be there for you, we all can visualize, that the kind of doctor you are, is what we want to see

all over the world! We really need more people to follow in your footsteps, so we will have a great new deInition of "doctor". Heart to

Heart, Star FJ Siewertsen, Waalwijk, Netherlands, 0687901240 Even I am in the Netherlands, I will
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wearewell
Joined On 4/22/2011 12:36:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Husband is listening to fox right now...and I wonder: How long will it be before fox reports this news? They drone on and on about the

biden's ad nauseam but this being a wake up call to businesses? Pass the salt? As I deal with other outIts in acquiring some health

products, I remember when BLM began and if you didn't support that whole mess, you were in trouble...I argued with the president of

one of these company's as he explained 'his side and support' and I said: "I have been a loyal customer since 2013 and I have never

received free products..and you are just giving away your products to BLM due to 'the cause' without so much as a thank you to your

loyal customers?".

It seems to me that if you supported BLM, you were okay through the covid krap....don't forget that hulu make a documentary

slamming Dr. Mercola via the new york times. (around Aug 29th ish 2022)..I actually heard back from one of the people on that show

as she explained: That was me in the Superspreader episode. Documentaries are journalism so no pay is involved. Not in a million

years would I take the jab. Recall in the episode I said after hearing a connection with cancer the jab was a no go for me.

I have survived the unsurvivable and this is due to all my research with Dr. Mercola, using his supplements and living a

holistic/organic/healthy lifestyle. Thank God for Dr. Mercola! I have a chase acct, but do I really start all over again with a different evil

outIt? Who is to say other credit card company's will not follow suit? This time, it's not as easy as refusing to drink bud light...or

refusing to go shopping in a store.... I have a daughter-in-law who said it was 'too much work' to change her name to my son's last

name...
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jer9058
Joined On 12/24/2016 7:43:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So horrible for this to happen.  One possible error about FDIC insurance at smaller banks The standard deposit insurance amount is

$250,000 per depositor, per insured bank, for each account ownership category. (from FDIC website).  So small local banks might be

an answer.
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drbaker
Joined On 6/19/2006 8:21:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can't imagine how this complicates everyone's lives at Mercola.com. However, this is a bank with a growing concern for involvement

in areas that are horriIc at best. I hope there is a local, community bank that can accommodate your business and your employees'

and their families. You are absolutely correct that this can happen to any one of us at any time now if we don't play ball with globalists.

We all need to prepare Inancially for any scenario. Your perseverance and strength in all that has happened to you and your business

over the last few years is remarkable to say the least.
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BLONDIEWIFE
Joined On 10/7/2011 2:18:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To add to my last comment: OPERATION CHOKEPOINT 2.0 under Biden admin they did this to Kayne. Donald Trump JR has this

happen to him this year as well. 10 years ago this started. How long until ur happens to you
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Sjamil
Joined On 7/27/2023 7:54:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CBDC is not slavery CBDC is permanent imprisonment open.substack.com/pub/hsog/p/deceit-and-deception?utm_source=share&..
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scottevani
Joined On 1/29/2011 10:23:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Soon they will go after those who make pointed kinds of comments in the Comment section. No doubt the algorithms will pull and sort

through comments of various forums to Ind those who dissent from the narrative and accuse them of wrongful thinking.
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HealthHopes
Joined On 3/12/2010 2:53:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Mercola e-newsletter was not in my email box this morning, neither in the in box nor in the spam box. I had to run a search for

"Mercola" in order for the e-newsletter to appear. This is not the Irst time this has happened.
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This also happened to me several months ago.
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GolanTrevize8
Joined On 7/27/2023 7:31:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is why I moved all my money to Old Glory Bank and cancelled credit cards from companies I don't trust, like Wells Fargo.
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shannoncalzada
Joined On 5/17/2008 1:44:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We will be closing our checking account with Chase immediately, and I will encourage all others to do so as well.
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btw12522
Joined On 2/4/2023 7:41:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Outrageous. Broadcast to the widest audience possible. Enlist the support of your governor. The same tactics are bring used in GB.
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oceansplash
Joined On 12/25/2011 9:43:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It must have been your voice about decentralizing the big banks.
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mik2428
Joined On 5/6/2021 10:30:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What else would you expect from a criminal enterprise like Chase? You will be better off in the long run without them.
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DanoS1
Joined On 3/28/2021 5:11:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow, I can't believe that this is not legally actionable and would result in heavy Ines and punitive damages. If there isn't a law against

such arbitrary actions already, there needs to be one. I hope Chase is collectively debanked by the people.
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vco1448
Joined On 4/15/2014 6:17:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m so sorry Doc. If I did any banking with Chase, I would move my business elsewhere and hope others do that are banking with them.
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m231231
Joined On 12/18/2015 3:17:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Put a call into Jeff Diamond ? Call Wayne Allen Root in Vegas.  He’s as big an anti vaxxer that there is. I bet he will interview you for his

column and tv show. Prager, Levin, Gorka, Tucker , Gallagher , Laura, Hannity, Savage, Watters , Buck and Clay, and others. Email RFK

and let him know. This is unbelievable.  Levin may have you on his Sunday nite show if he knows this. . Let’s go people!  I don’t know

Root but he has answered a couple of emails I’ve sent. I’m emailing him. Call chase and *** people. I am. I carry their credit card and

never use it. I’m closing it this morning.  I’ve used cap one and Wells for decades and never had an issue. Cap one and Wells, go

pursue The Doc!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

RFK Jr. already re-tweeted this news, yesterday.
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jmh42429
Joined On 5/15/2022 7:10:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'll begin closing down my Chase acct today. Moving to a local rural trusted bank.
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Country_Me
Joined On 7/5/2008 11:40:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's really shameful what's been done to Dr. Mercola and many others! I have tried to warn some people about CBDCs, the WEF, etc. but

some people just don't care. I was highly criticized when I mentioned how I feel UBI will be connected to CBDCs and accused of just

having no empathy for all the people that need UBI. I was listening to Judge Napolitano yesterday and he was talking about a couple

things Trump didn't do he said he would. I knew about the Kennedy Iles he didn't release but I didn't know it was set to expire under his

presidency Sec 702. I am not sure if that has something to do with the Patriot Act? But it does have to do with spying on us. He told

the Judge he wouldn't sign to keep Sec 702 but then he signed it anyways.

Then told the Judge they "twisted his arm" to get him to sign it. That with Trump taking the Million from PIzer for his inauguration then

fast track those Vaccines (I could say more LOL) I am not sure why anyone would trust him again. Well I'm not voting for him. Yes,

Trump gave choice on the Vaccines in one breath while in the next he said he recommended them saying they were "safe" and "great"

when they are not either one! How many took those jabs based on him saying they were safe and great and then got vaccine injured?

Other reasons I won't vote for him. If his arm could get twisted about vetoing a bill that has to do with spying on us what else could

they twist his arm to get him to do?
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Agree. So disappointed.
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